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John C. Quinn of The Class of 1945 is currently editor of USA TODA Y. He will return to his alma mater to give the 1985 commencement address.
So. African Rallies 
Held on Campuses 
Around the Country
" i 'm looking out over about 250 
students who have chained the 
doors shut and are blockading 
Hamilton Hall, and we are all 
prepared to be arrested if that is 
what it takes,”  reported Josh 
Nessen, national student coor­
dinator of the Americam Commit­
tee on Africa (ACA) by phone 
from inside the beseiged building.
Cloistered on the steps of Col­
umbia University’s administration 
building - in 1968 it was the site of 
a bloody student occupation pro­
testing the Vietnam War - the 
students beat drums and chanted: 
What do we want? Divestment. 
When do we want it? Now. When 
we gonna leave? Never.
One day into the occupation, 
which began as part o f the annual 
April 4th “ Day of Action”  on 
campuses nationwide, Nessen pro­
mised the 200 or so students 
“ won’t leave until the trustees
guarantee in writing that they’ll 
divest all South Africa-tied stock 
holdings."
The occupation was still going 
on four days later.
Nessen, who has been directing 
campus protests against South 
African apartheid for the last 
several years, thinks this spring’s 
activities were “ definitely the big­
gest in terms of participation and 
militancy.”
Others, however, report it was 
not the same on their campuses.
Participation in this year’s na­
tional South Africa Day of Action 
was the same, or lower, than last 
year’s levels, they say.
In past years, Nessen has tried to 
increase student interest in apar­
theid by tying rallies and 
workshops to activities of the anti­
nuclear power movement. 
cont 'd. on pg. 2
Inside the Cowl...
NEWS... Dan McCormack takes a 
look at a very famous and con­
troversial man, Ted Turner, on 
page 2.
E d i t o r i a l s . ..  Fr. Peterson ad­
dresses the school on page 6.
FEATURES... Find out about the 
newly forming Sociology Club on 
page 14.
SPORTS... The men’s lax team 
beat Connecticut College Saturday 
afternoon, 12-11, upping its record 
to 6-2. For the highlights, turn to 
page 20.
Blood Drive Record Broken 
Large Student Participation
On April 18 something good 
happened at Providence College.
Two-hundred fifty two students 
gave a part o f themselves to help 
save the lives of people in desperate 
need of blood during a blood drive 
sponsored by the Knights of Col­
umbus. This was not an ordinary 
blood drive.
It is expected that a college will 
have 3-4 percent o f its students 
donate blood on each drive. URI’s 
last drive utilized an average 2.8 
percent. Brown was considered ex­
ceptional when 4.3 percent o f the 
student body gave blood
Well PC once again showed that 
there are no limits to success, when
they smashed all the percentage 
records as 6.4 percent o f the 
students participated in donating 
blood.
If  the record itself impressive 
enough then consider that the 
Rhode Island Blood Center found 
themselves understaffed  and 
students waited up to one hour 
long. As a staff member from the 
blood center said, “ Only PC 
students would do something like 
that.”
The students were not the only 
ones who helped make this blood 
drive a success. Coca-Cola Bottling 
Co. donate a liter of Coke to every
sored the dorm competition which 
provided incentive for all o f the on- 
campus students to give blood.
Domino's Pizza Dorm Comp eti­
tion provided $150.00 worth of piz­
za to the dorm with the highest 
percentage o f donors. The winner 
with an outstanding 13.4 percent 
was Guzman Hall. The following 
are the results o f the other dorms 
participation.
2. Dore Hall.10.4 percent
3. Raymond Hall.......9.9 percent
4. McVinney Hall (floors 7-10)8.1
See BLO OD p. 2
Providence. R I-- John C. 
Quinn, editor of USA Today and 
a 1945 alumnus of Providence Col­
lege, will be the featured speaker at 
PC ' s 67th Com m encem ent 
Ceremonies to be held on May 20 
at the Providence Civic Center.
Quinn, a native of Providence, 
began his newspaper career as a 
copyboy at the Providence Journal. 
Following his graduation from PC, 
he enrolled at the Columbia School 
of Journalism in New York City 
and worked in the newsroom of the 
National Broadcasting Company . 
From there, he returned to the 
Journal where he rose to the posi­
tion of day managing editor. In 
1966, he joined the Gannett 
Newspaper Group at their flagship 
paper in Rochester, NY. His role 
as executive editor of the Rochester 
Times-Union led to added respon­
sibilities as general manager of the 
Gannett News Service  a position 
he took on full-time in 1971. Since 
then, with different titles, he has 
served as a liaison between Gan­
nett 's individual newspaper editors 
and the corporation itself. This 
position, now called chief news ex­
ecutive, is one that Quinn still holds 
in addition to his work at USA 
Today.
Quinn became editor o f the
USA’s first and only national, 
general interest newspaper after 
participating in much of its pre­
publication research and develop- 
(Continued on p. 3)
The Editor of USA TODAY 
to speak at Commencement
Southside Johnny sings last weekend in Alumni Johnny. The concert was played before a packed gym. See 
photo spread inside. (Cowl photos by John Robben)
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Class Notes
'85
The Class Officers, Reps, and Core Committee would like to thank 
all those who helped out at our last few events and especially all those 
helping out at Bid Sales!
For all seniors: Bid Buy Backs are in Room 217 on Monday, April 
29 and Tuesday, April 30 from 9:00 a.m . to 3:00 p.m . Late Bid Sales 
are also in Room 217 on Wednesday, May 1 and Thursday, May 2 
from 9:00 a.m. to 3:00 p.m.
Anyone who needs any information on Graduation should go to 
Room 204 Slavin Center Special E vents Office.
The Class would like to congratulate Vincent Cariddi, Patrick Ken- 
nelly, and Greg Gibbons the last three winners of the 20 Week Club. 
This Friday at 4:00 p.m. in Slavin Pit the last 20 Week Club drawing 
and the $500 drawing will be taking place!
Also this Friday at 4:00 p.m. in Slavin Pit, the Tuition Raffle, worth 
$3,501.50 will be taking place! Tickets for the drawing are available 
this Thursday and Friday in the Congress Office.
Friar Zone books can be ordered  this Thursday and Friday and 
all next week for $3 in the Congress Office. The book should be ready 
for the beginning of finals!
Seniors take advantage of the Commencement Bid Raffle and the 
Helicopter Raffle (home from the Boat Cruise)!!!
'87
The Class of 1987 Done With Civ Celebration will be held on Satur­
day, May 4, 1985 from 11:00 a.m. to 4:00 p.m. The ticket price in­
cludes food (hamburgers and hot dogs) and all you can drink, as well 
as beautiful park surroundings including hundreds of acres of woods, 
a lake and athletic fields. Tickets cost $8 and the price includes 
transportation as well. Buses will leave from Huxley Avenue at 10:00 
a.m. DWC t-shirts will be on sale (while they last) during the regular 
event ticket sales in the Congress Office. Shirts are on sale for $5 each.
Security will be tight for this event and persons are advised to buy 
tickets early. It is sure to be a sell-out!! Crashers will not be allowed 
on the grounds. Ticket sales: April 23-26. Las Vegas volunteers are 
all invited.
The Class of 1987 Ring Premier will be at 7:00 p.m. on April 29, 
in ' 64 Hall. The design of the ring has been kept confidential up until 
this date. Ring orders will be taken the following week. Refreshments 
will be served.
The Class would like to congratulate Mike Murphy and Karen Rose 
who were recently e le c te d  new representatives. The rest of the posi­
tions were filled by returnees, and the officers and reps are as follows: 
Matt Adams—President
John Cervione—Vice-President John DiCarlo-- Representative 
Christy Julian-- Secretary Teresa Coggins-- Representative
Suzie Frost-- Treasurer Mike Murphy-- Representative
Chris Anderson—Representative  Karen Rose—Representative
News Briefs
Testimonial for Fr. Peterson
A testi monial dinner honoring 
the Very Rev. Thomas R. Peterson, 
O.P., retiring president o f Pro­
vidence College, will be held on 
Saturday evening, April 27th in the 
college’s Peterson Recreation 
Center. Prior to the dinner, a Mass 
of Thanksgiving will be con- 
celebrated at 5 PM in Alumni Hall 
Gymnasium.
Father Peterson is leaving office 
on June 30th after serving as presi­-
dent for the past fourteen years.
Bishop Kenneth A. Angell, aux­
il iary bishop of Providence, will 
serve as master of ceremonies at the 
event. Gus Cote, professor of 
business, and Rev. Stuart J. 
McPhail, O.P., Director of Special 
Events, are serving as co-chairmen.
Tickets for the dinner, which 
begins at 6:30 p.m., are $30 and 
may be obtained by calling the Of­
fice of Special Events at 865-2212.
Pottery Show and Sale
The Providence College Art 
Department is sponsoring an ex­
hibit and sale of student works in 
pottery on April 30 and May 1,
from 9:30 a.m. to 3:00 p.m., in the 
college’s Slavin Center. Admission 
is free and open to the public.
Ft. Lauderdale Police Celebrate
To end the six-week confrontatio
n with “ drunks, complaints and 
traffic,” Police Chief Ron Cochran 
provided kegs of beer, platters of 
barbecue and t-shirts that said “ I 
survived spring break” to hundreds 
of Ft. Lauderdale police officers. 
" I  th o u g h t it w o u ld  b e  n ic e  to
Class of '86 
to Raffle 
A Cadillac
by Margaret Sweet
In the April 22 meeting of the 
Student Congress, John Colantoni 
announced that Commencement 
Bid Sales will be the 23 and the 24. 
Bid buybacks will be April 29 and 
the 30. On Friday in Slavin Pit will 
be the Tuition Raffle and the 20 
Week Club Raffle. The latest win­
ners of the 20 Week Club Raffle 
are Vince Carriddi, Greg Gibbons, 
Patrick Kennally.
Alicia Woods was sworn in as 
BOP chairperson.
Finance chairperson Maura 
McVay announced that allocation 
hearings for the clubs will be 
September 10-13.
John DiCarlo, chairperson of 
the Legislative Affairs Committee 
announced two raffles for the Class 
of '86. One is a stint at the Biltmore 
for the Senior parents. The other 
is a car raffle. Parents, students, 
alumni, and the community will 
have the opportunity to buy raffle 
tickets at $1.00 per chance for a 
Cadillac.
Elections chairperson announc­
ed that the Residents Board and 
Commuter Board nominations will 
be from Tuesday, April 23 to Fri­
day. Elections will be the follow­
ing Thursday.
Matt Adams, president o f the 
Class of '87 announced that the 
DWC party will be May 4. Tickets 
are $8.00, and shirts are $5.00.
*  BLOOD from p. 1
5. Meagher Hall..7.9 percent
6. McVinney Hall (floors 2-6)7.1 p
e rc e n t
7. Stephan Hall ..7.0 percent
8. Fennell Hall......... 5.8 percent
9. Aquinas Hall (south)5.6 percent
10. McDermott Hall...5.1 percent
11. Aquinas Hall(n o r th )  . . . .  3.5 
p e r c e nt
12.Joseph Hall..3.1 percent
Some other interesting facts are:
1. 54.7 percent o f all donors were
on-campus and faculty.
2. 7.39 percent of the campus 
men donated blood and 7.2 percent 
of the on-campus women donated.
The winner of the raffle was 
Paul Malitola who will receive two 
tickets to the Trinity Square 
Reperatory Theater for the May 9 
performance of Presents Laughter.
In conclusion, the blood drive 
was a phenomenal success thanks 
to the sponsors and the students.
PC has earned a state wide reputa­
tion of benevolence. I rank that 
reputation up with having the se­
cond best hockey team in the coun­
try. Congratulations PC.
♦  PROTEST, from p .l _______
Joseph Paolino, Mayor of Providence, speaks to former Governor 
Garrahy’s class in government. (Cowl photo by Brian T. Thornton)
59 Students Chosen 
For Honor Society
Fifty-nine business majors have 
been chosen as members of the 
Omicron Chapter o f a national 
honor society, Tau Pi Phi. Gustave 
Cote, professor of business, is 
responsible for bringing the socie­
ty to PC. Only business administra­
tion majors are eligible to become 
members of the Omicron Chapter; 
elsewhere, economics students are 
also included.
To become a member of Tau Pi 
Phi, Omicron C hapter, a 
cumulative average o f 3.25 is need­
ed in business administration, -as 
well as overall. Students on the 
Business Tract are not eligible yet.
Cote said, “ Maybe at a later date 
we can incorporate those people."
According to the national 
organization, Tau Pi Phi was 
established over fifty years ago to 
“ promote scholarship in the study 
of accounting, business, and 
economics, and to encourage the 
practice of the highest ethical stan­
dards in business.
Listed below are the first in­
ductees into the Tau Pi Phi society:
But with rising violence in South 
Africa and a tremendous increase 
in publicity in the United States, 
Nessen predicted this spring’s an­
nual campus anti-apartheid pro­
tests would draw record numbers 
of student supporters.
“ It’s hard to say this year is twice 
as big, but it is close, and it is much 
better coordinated and organized,” 
Nessen added.
Jesse Jackson, for example, 
drew 7,200 students to an anti­
apartheid speech at Harvard. Many 
attended an all night vigil outside 
the administration building there.
University o f Wisconsin- 
Madison students marched on a 
nearby Krugerrand (gold coins 
marketed by the South African 
government) dealer.
Over 600 University of Penn­
sylvania students protested their 
school’s investments in firms that, 
do business in South Africa, while 
an estimated 300 students march­
ed at Yale and an equal number 
staged rallies at Dartmouth and the 
University of Iowa, the ACA 
reports.
“ I think because o f the level of 
media attention, the level o f ac­
tivism is higher than I have seen in 
five years,”  says Craig Perrin of 
Iowa’s Committee for a Free South 
Africa, which has 20 new members
and over 70 volunteers this year.
Perrin arid his group staged 
guerilla theater events - students 
dressed as soldiers patrolled cam­
pus “ arresting”  passersby with 
blond hair - and convinced over 
2000 students to sign petitions call­
ing university divestment.
But Nessen 's glowing assessment 
of this year’s South Africa protests 
may be a little inflated, other 
sources report.
At UCLA  for instance, where 
ACA officials had scheduled 
numerous “ Day of Action” ac
tivities, "we didn’t do anything 
because we really haven’t gotten in­
to the quarter yet,”  reports Black 
Student Association spokesman 
Aaron Boye.
“ Absolutely nothing happened” 
at Berkeley, reports spokesman 
Tom Debley, despite ACA claims 
that activities had taken place 
there.
“ We’ve gotten a lot of calls from 
people who heard or read that we 
had protests, and all I can say is 
that whatever it was must have 
fallen through.” Deblev save
Even at Columbia, “ everyone is 
really surprised that the activity is 
so sm all,”  says University 
spokeswoman Judith  Leynse . 
“ Aside from the 200 students at the 
Hamilton Hall sit-in, there is not 
a lot going on for a campus with
30,000 people on it.”
Despite such disappointments, 
organizers insist the campus anti­
 -apartheid movement has had a 
banner year.
Last M onth, fo r instance, 
University of Arizona protestors 
stopped a nearby bank froth sell­
ing Krugerrands, and student 
pressure had forced administrators 
at the universities of California, 
Washington, Nebraska, Maryland 
and Illinois to promise to review 
their investment policies.
But increased attention has also 
meant increased conflicts on some 
campuses.
A Michigan law requiring state 
institutions to divest is pitting 
legislators against educators, who 
insist the politicians are intruding 
on colleges’ autonomy.
Anti-apartheid forces at Oberlin 
College recently tried unsuccessful­
ly to shut down the campus com­
puter system and hold it until ad­
ministrators sold $125 million in 
South African-tied investments.
On the other side of the picture, 
a “ prank” by Phi Gamma Delta 
members at Indiana University 
drew heavy criticism last month 
when they pulled white shirts over 
their heads and stood on the roof 
of their fraternity house during and 
anti-apartheid march.
give (the officers) a day off to relax 
and unwind,”  Cochran said.
“ When you’re outnumbered 
50,000 to two, it’s very hard,” ex­
plains Broward County deputy Joe 
Hoffman. “ When you arrest one 
guy, ten of his buddies want to 
fight you.”
Stanley  H. Kaplan 
The SMART MOVE!
PR EP A RA TIO N  FO R:
G M A T  * L S A T  * G R E
151 Weybosset Street, Prov., Rf 02903 
(401) 273-6630 
Enroll Now!
Patricia Sullivan..... Accounting
Mark Vucci..............Accounting
John Bruneau ........Finance
Patricia Costiga..... .........Finance
Laird Daley ..... Finance
John Deasy ........Finance
Lon Gaziano........... ........Finance
Timothy Kelly........ ......... Finance
Deborah Lupinski.... .... Finance
Richard Manoogian..... Finance
Kevin McLean ........Finance
Stephen McSweeney ........Finance
Siobhan O'Brien... ... .. Finance
A n d r e  O w e n s Finance
Anthony Pagliarulo ........Finance
Russell Regenauer Finance
Karen Sciarretta Finance
Susan Shea ........Finance
Richard Spinella  Finance
Kathleen Sullivan. Finance
Richard Zarn ik ....... Finance
Daniel Crim m ins Management
Joseph DeAngelis... Management
Drew Fernberg........ Management
S t a c e y  K i n g Management
Anne McDonough Management
Sherri Peotrowski... Management
Carol Spiegel........... Management
John Sullivan........... Management
Deborah Brown ... Marketing
K a th le e n  C a w le y ...Marketing
Lisa Delpriore.......... ...Marketing
Mary Dimodica....... ...Marketing
Elizabeth Dougherty ...Marketing
E l iz a b e th  G r e g a ...Marketing
Kendall Kellaway.... ...Marketing
Tracy Lynch............ ...Marketing
Gary Muenzen..........Marketing
Nancy O ' B r i a n ...Marketing
Louise Peloquin....... ...Marketing
Kathleen  R e i l l y ...Marketing
Lois Sassone............ ...Marketing
Donna  T a l w a y ...Marketing
Lauren  W i l b u r ...Marketing
Maria Albanese........ .Accounting
Je a n  B e r n a r d i .Accounting
Douglas  B r o w n .Accounting
Gene  C a r l i n o  J r . .Accounting
Kennet h  D u b e .Accounting
Edmund  F a l l o n .Accounting
Matthew Henderson. .Accounting
Janet  H o e y .Accounting
John Ivanoski.............. . Accounting
Donna  M i n c h e f f .Accounting
Eileen  M u r p h y .Accounting
Matthew  N i s b e t .Accounting
Janet Oetheimer....... .Accounting
Paul  P r o t o .Accounting
Kathleen  R o s s i .Accounting
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NEWS
PC students in Alumni gym during the “Spring Fling” concert. See n 
by John Robben)
e pictures inside. (Cowl photo
Ted Turner Makes Bid to Buy CBS
by Dan McCormack
Ted Turner, this past week, 
finally unveiled his long- awaited 
plans for taking control o f CBS 
Inc. His proposals ended several 
weeks o f speculation as to whether 
he would risk his sizable fortune 
and broadcasting empire in an at­
tempt to acquire the nation 's largest 
broadcasting concern.
News
Analysis
Hints as to Turner’s plans 
began to emerge several weeks ago, 
following discussions between the 
directors of the Atlanta broad­
casting magnate’s Turner Broad­
casting System and representatives 
of Senator Jesse Helms' Fairness in 
Media group. These talks were 
aimed at attempting to bring Mr. 
Turner’s vast financial resources 
and prestige to bear behind the ill- 
fated efforts o f Fairness in Media 
to buy CBS for themselves. 
Although Turner declined to 
associate his corporation with the 
Helms effort  he did reveal that he 
was exploring the possibility of 
launching his own bid for control 
of the broadcasting giant.
Thus it surprised no one in the 
media when Turner ascended to a 
microphone in New York last 
Thursday to announce that he was 
making a formal offer to take over 
CBS. These plans would include 
the use of a novel form of merging 
known as a “ levereged buyout”  in 
order to raise the necessary capital 
for the deal. This proposal would 
involve the swapping of CBS stock 
held by current stockholders in ex­
change for a package of securities 
offered by Turner. These securities 
would themselves be financed by 
the future sale of CBS assets.
E .F . H utton , representing 
Turners group reported that it 
estimated that the bid would offer 
CBS stockholders a package worth 
approximately $175 per share. 
Presumably this would offer those 
stockholders a strong enough in­
ducement to unload their CBS 
shares, as it would provide a more
lucrative package than the present 
CBS one would. However other 
Wall Street analysts disagreed with 
Hutton’s claims, as they held that 
Turner’s offer could be worth on­
ly a maximum of $165, and then 
only under optimum 
circumstances.
M oreover, these brokerage 
houses expressed other reservations 
about the validity and merits o f the 
Turner offer. They claim that it is 
a rather risky proposition as it 
predicates its success on the assump­
tion that the sale of those CBS 
assets goes entirely as planned. 
Should any single part o f the offer 
fall through, it will most certainly 
fall to defeat. In addition, analysts 
warn that investors will almost cer­
tainly have to wait upwards of a 
year in order to see any return on 
their investments. Thus, many 
analysts believe that the efforts of 
Turner do not not have the greatest 
chance of succeeding.
CBS, realizing the weakness of 
the Turner offer is apparently thus
engaged in constructing what its 
advisors call a " k iller defense,"  in 
order to stymie any hostile takeover 
efforts. These plans would involve 
a number of strategies to keep a 
majority of CBS' voting stock out 
o f the hands of Turner, including 
the creation of a new bloc of 
employee stock, or the transfer of 
a certain amount of other CBS 
stock to a friendly company or in 
vestment group. Should CBS actualy
 follow this strategy, Turner's 
efforts would certainly be doomed 
Turner’s biggest obstacle to tak
ing over the network may not 
however come as a result of any 
action on the part o f CBS. Instead 
the Federal Communications Com
mission, through a policy design 
ed to limit the size of broadcast 
work holdings may act to cancel 
any proposed merger between 
Turner Broadcasting and CBS. Un­
til the time that it does act, 
however, the media giants will sure­
ly be locked in what for them will 
be the equivalent o f mortal combat.
Mal Brown Club Holds 
Awards Ceremony
The Greater Providence Chapter 
of the Providence College Alumni 
Association, known as the “ Mal 
Brown Club,” held its annual din­
ner on Sunday, April 14, beginn­
ing at 6 p .m. in '64 Hall, Slavin 
Center.
The Club’s highest accolade, the 
Mal Brown Award, was given to 
Anthony J. DeNicola, former pur­
chasing agent for the city of Pro­
vidence. A member of the Class of 
1930, DeNicola has volunteered his 
time as an agent for his class and 
has served on every reunion and 
class gift committee since his 
graduation.
Howard A. Kenny of Providence 
received the Dr. William McDon­
nell Award, bestowed upon “ in­
dividuals who have given
unselfishly of themselves to further 
the cause of PC .” Kenny, Class of 
December, 1942, is a member of 
the Mal Brown Club and has serv­
ed as class agent and former board 
member of the National Alumni 
Association. He retired as network 
supervisor after a 40-year career 
with New England Telephone.
Edwin Palumbo of North Pro­
vidence, Executive Director of the 
Rhode Island Consumers Council, 
received the Very Rev. Vincent C. 
Dore Award, which honors 
members of the PC community 
who remain unpretentious in their 
service to the college. A 1950 alum­
nus, Palumbo has been an instruc­
tor o f economics at the college for 
over 20 years.
Chief of Staff Awards 
ROTC Program Among 
Best 5% in Nation
The Chief o f Staff o f the United 
States Army has recognized the 
Providence College ROTC Pro­
gram as one of the top fifteen 
ROTC Programs in the nation.
In addition to a letter from 
General Wickham, the Army Chief 
o f Staff, the President o f Pro­
vidence College will receive a 
special certificate that will be 
presented by the ROTC Area Com­
mander on behalf o f General 
Wickham during the college’s an­
nual military awards ceremony on 
May 5th.
In his comments on Providence 
College’s selection. Major General 
John P. Prillaman, the national 
Commander o f ROTC stated that 
the ROTC detachment at Pro­
vidence serves as one o f “ the role 
models for the entire ROTC 
Program."
Lieutenant Colonel John P. 
Kennedy, a graduate of the PC 
ROTC Program and the current
Professor of Military Science com- 
mented “ that it was indeed an 
honor to be selected from over 
three-hundred host ROTC Pro­
grams nationwide for this distinct 
honor.
It is a  tribute to the outstanding 
support we have consistently 
received from the college, the high 
quality students who have par­
ticipated in the ROTC Program, 
and to the superb group of young 
officers and noncommissioned of­
ficers- in the Military Science 
Department who have dedicated 
themselves to making this program 
one of the best."
Lieutenant Colonel Kennedy, 
who will leave Providence College 
this summer, culminates a most 
successful tour at his Alma Mater 
with his recent selection for the 
prestigious Naval War College and 
scheduled promotion to full colonel 
next month.
A Letter to PC ROTC 
From the Chief of Staff
Dear Father Peterson:
The United States Army Reserve Officers’ Training Corps (ROTC) 
program at Providence College is a valuable source of high quality 
officers for the Army. The excellent educational foundation your 
students receive, combined with their ROTC training, has enabled 
them to perform well at both ROTC Advanced Camp and our Of­
ficers Basic Course. This collective effort has established your ROTC 
detachment as an outstanding role model.
Accordingly, it is my pleasure to inform you that the ROTC pro­
gram at Providence College is in the top five percent o f over 300 
detachments nationwide. Hard work, coupled with strong school sup­
port, established this level o f performance and enabled the Professor 
of Military Science to mold a program that exemplifies our Army’s 
motto, “ Be All You Can Be."
The Army is grateful for the contributions made by Providence Col­
lege. Our continued success depends on institutions such as your pro­
ducing dedicated, quality graduates who will provide the leadership 
and service our Nation deserves. I am pleased to enclose a certificate 
of commendation for your outstanding achievement I appreciate the 
time and support you have given the Army ROTC program and look 
forward to Providence College’s contribution to our Army of 
Excellence.
Most sincerely, 
John A. Wickham. Jr.
General, United States Army 
Chief of Staff
*  EDITOR from p. 1
ment. Launched in September of 
1982, USA Today has grown into 
the third largest U.S. daily behind 
the New York Daily News and the 
Wall Street Journal. Using state-of- 
the-art technology, the newspaper 
is assembled in Rosslyn, VA and 
sent, via satellite, to 24 print sites 
around the country. The 
newspaper contains news, sports, 
weather, and other information 
about all fifty states, as well as 
financial data and entertainment 
reports.
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EDITORIALS
Commencement Week, 
Why Not Go Stag?
Jamie McDonough
Each year, the Senior looks forward to Commencement week. It 
is during this week of activities that the Seniors can celebrate together 
for one last time before graduation.
One problem with the event is that it is advertised and bids arc sold 
to couples only.
That means for five days, one is required to go with a date.
What happens if you do not like your date? What happens if you 
are a girl who has to spend time with your date and his friends and 
you just met them? Answer: You blow them o ff and spend time with 
your friends.
To avoid this situation, and the trouble brought about by finding 
a commencement date, why not go stag?
A few years ago a rotation policy took place for commencement. 
Five girls would go with five guys and each night they would have 
a new date. This sounds like a good idea, but really is not necessary.
There is no reason why commencement can not be spent with your 
friends like the past four years at Providence College. Steady dating 
is not the norm at PC, so why invoke it for the last event one will 
participate in? Maybe core committee should sit down next year and 
discuss the problem of dating.
Traditionally the formal requires a date. Why not make that the 
only event with a date and the rest without?
The general attitude and atmosphere of Providence College does 
not coincide with the idea o f having one date for five days in a row. 
Think about it. Look around you.
What should be done? Next year when bids go on sale, the sign 
should read, "$100 for a couple, $50 for one.”  This is not biased 
in any direction and will allow a  lot less pressure and tension for most 
seniors at the end of the year.
If you have someone you wish to spend commencement week with, 
great, do so. If you do not have someone you wish to spend that week 
with, then you should not.
Overall, the idea o f commencement is to create memories, talk to 
the people you always wanted to, try to get that guy of your dreams 
one last time, and most o f all have a blast!
Hopefully, that next year year’s Commencement Core Committee 
takes these suggestions into consideration when they are planning next 
year’s events. There is no reason to make a Senior’s last few weeks 
miserable by forcing them to find a date with whom they have to spend 
five days.
With Spring, Comes Garbage.. 
Keep Our Campus Clean
Jane Timmerman
Spring has come! Just walk around PC campus, students are sit­
ting all over the place. Great. Enjoy yourselves! Kind of makes us 
feel like we go to a ' Real' college.
Only one complaint. Please, oh please clean up after yourselves. 
When walking to the Rat or library at night one has to kick cans and 
papers out o f the way. Litter makes the school look trashy. There 
are trash cans all over the grounds. Use them. Imagine how the 
grounds look to outsiders. Sure, it’s 'our'  campus, but keep it nice 
looking.
Providence College has put so much time and effort into beauti­
fying the grounds. So, keep them that way. Thank you.
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From the Editor’s Desk
Mike Tetrault
It’s always hard to say good-bye
to something you love. For the past 
two years, The Cowl has been one 
of the most important parts o f my 
life. Some days I would arrive at 
the office by 7 a .m. Other days I 
wouldn’t leave the office until 3 
a.m. In between were some o f the 
happiest, saddest, most friendly 
and most trying days of my college 
career. It was a labor of love.
Having a weekly deadline re­
quires writers and editors who are 
hard-working, dedicated, and love 
what they’re doing. I was fortunate 
to have a staff that was all o f the 
above. I would like to clear up a 
misconception that might have 
arisen in my interview which ap­
peared last issue. While I was 
responsible (o r suggesting many of 
the changes that occured this year, 
the editors and writers were the ac­
tual backbone that implemented 
these changes. They arc talented 
professionals and I could always re­
ly on them for support. Thanks to 
you all.
One of the benefits o f running a 
paper is that you actually get to see 
the result of your efforts. My main 
goal this year was to further the im­
proved quality begun by my 
predecessor. I feel this has been 
carried out in several sections 
which are now more organized and 
distinct. I also sought to organize 
things behind the scenes an well, 
from running weekly meetings, to
improvements in circulation, to in­
tegrating computers into our 
production.
In order to get people to focus 
more on the quality of the paper, 
it was necessary to gel away from 
the controversies that plagued The 
Cowl before. We made every effort 
to be fair and accurate in our 
editorials. Each one was voted on 
by the majority of the editorial 
board.
Sometimes however, controver­
sies come your way and you have 
no choice but to meet them head 
on. Several occurred this year, 
from off-campus to Student Con­
gress, and The Cowl responded 
what it saw as in the best interest 
o f the school. Although some Con­
gress members may feel they were 
this year’s " martyr”  at the hands 
of The Cowl, one only has to look 
at the fact that both times The 
Cowl expressed its concern, the 
final Congressional vote reflected 
that concern.
But now all that is behind and it 
is time to move on. I would like to 
take this opportunity to express my 
appreciation to the Providence Col­
lege community for the education 
and opportunities presented to me. 
I have a deep admiration and 
respect of the people and traditions 
that make up the College. I feel 
privileged that my position has 
 brought me in contact with some 
of the finest students, faculty, 
staff, and administrators that I 
have ever encountered and I
sincerely hope I stay in touch with 
many of them.
While I hesitate to introduce a 
discordant note into a benevolent 
farewell, I hope that by addressing 
the biggest problem I see inhibiting 
PC, perhaps I can help correct it. 
It is sad for me to say that student 
social life is not as good as it was 
four years ago. This problem goes 
much deeper than the raise in the 
state’s drinking age; it has to do 
with an attitude. You can see 
evidence of it all around the Col­
lege: Chains preventing use of the 
quad; strict rules and lack o f social 
lounges in the dorms; cancellation 
of outdoor activities; and even the 
outlived system of parietals. While 
such factors may be impressive to 
outside officials and the parents of 
incoming freshman, having lived 
through it. I feel that they serious­
ly harm the social learning of 
students both during college and 
beyond. It is sad when the image 
of the school becomes more impor­
tant than the students for whom it 
was built. This is the main issue I 
feel must be addressed in the Col­
lege’s future.
In conclusion, I hope that 
through my role on The Cowl I 
have addressed solutions to pro­
blems that will help make the col­
lege a better place. It is my sincere 
hope that through my work I have 
been able to give you all something 
worthwhile. I look forward to 
representing Providence College as 
a proud alumnus. Thank you and 
God Bless.
Gary J. Weir
Should a Date be Required for  
Every Event o f Commencement?
Photos by Bill Dwyer
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Jane Timmerman ' 87
I don’t think commencement re­
quires a date for every night. It’s 
traditional to have a date for a for­
mal night. But the rest o f the week 
should be spent with everyone. It 
is the last time the whole class will 
be together and commencement 
should be spent with friends
Janice McDonough '87
In fact, it should be five days of 
stagness.
Mike Tctraut '88
No, I think a date should be re­
quired just for the formal. What 
happens if you really don’t have so­
meone you want to go with or 
don’t get along with your date?
A Letter from the President
Dear Students:
Only a little over a month re­
mains before final exams, com­
mencement and the end of the 
school year. These will be days fill­
ed with the pleasant challenge of 
knowing that there is so little time 
and so much left to be done. Before 
all of us get caught up in very busy 
schedules, I thought it might be 
well to provide you with some up­
dated information on one matter I 
have already discussed with you 
and to call to your attention once 
again two other matters o f par­
ticular importance.
Just before the Easter recess I 
went to Washington and met in­
dividually with each o f the 
members of the Rhode Island con­
gressional delegation. Senators Pell 
and Chafee and Representatives 
Schneider and St. Germain all 
received me very cordially and each 
provided me with a significant 
amount of time to discuss my 
arguments against the proposed cut­
backs in various student financial 
aid programs that are addressed in 
President Reagan's budget for the 
next fiscal year. All said that they 
were convinced of the importance 
of the federal financial aid pro­
grams for college students and 
would be opposed to any substan­
tive reductions in this assistance. 
This I acknowledged as very good 
news and assured them all of our 
continued concern for this 
question.
Another matter which I wish to 
stress as one of utmost importance 
concerns itself with the safety and 
security of our students both on 
and off the campus. As you are 
already aware from two previous 
issues of The Cowl, during the 
weeks before Easter two incidences 
of sexual assault were reported. 
Both occurred in apartments that 
are located near the campus. While 
there is nothing to be gained from 
a panic reaction t o  this situation, 
the seriousness of the matter can­
not be overstressed. We cannot live 
in fear, but reason dictates that we 
should never be afraid to take all 
proper precautions.
I would again remind all o f you 
that our greatest source of securi­
ty is the constant concert we have 
one for another. It is an unfor­
tunate reality of the society in 
which we live that it is imprudent 
for women to travel alone during 
the evening hours or to be alone in 
unlocked living quarters. Proper 
lighting should be used in hallways 
and porches, and dead bolt locks 
should always be used on apart­
ment doors. The practice of leav­
ing apartment keys under door-
mats, in mailboxes or in other 
" hiding places" may be conve­
nient, but it is also very dangerous.
May I again encourage, par­
ticularly our women students, to 
walk in pairs or groups when 
traveling in the evening across cam­
pus or to and from their off- 
campus apartments. Make use of 
the shuttlebus whenever possible. 
Additional hours will be added to 
its schedule if necessary. If you are 
alone and would like an escort back 
to your apartment or residence, all 
you have to do is call campus 
security at 2222 or the main desk 
at the Slavin Center, and an escort 
will be provided. Great effort has 
been expended in providing addi­
tional lighting for the paths 
throughout the campus. Common 
sense dictates that you use these 
paths rather than shortcuts through 
darkened areas. It is unfortunate 
that such precautions must be 
taken, but similar safeguards must 
be employed by women of all ages 
in practically all o f the cities, towns 
and campuses throughout our land. 
The threat of violence has, unfor­
tunately, become a universal fact of 
life. This reality is one which peo­
ple reason must recognize.
I have been in contact with the 
authorities of the Providence 
Police Department and have been 
assured o f increased police 
surveillance in the neighborhood 
around the campus. Personal con­
cern for one another is still our best 
assurance of security.
The presence of the warm spring 
weather reminds us all o f a final 
matter to which we must give our 
concern. Two of the perennial signs 
of springtime are spring fever and 
off-campus parties. We cannot do 
very much about the first, but we 
can do a great deal to moderate the 
second. Soring is meant to be a 
pleasant time of beauty and 
renewal. Selfishness and the callous 
disregard of the rights o f our 
neighbors to safety, privacy, and 
decency can transform 
something ugly.
Large numbers of students 
gathered on the upper floor 
balconies of houses is dangerous. 
Loud unruly keg parties sponsored 
by merchants of greed show a 
callous disregard for both charity 
and the law. Uninhibited and 
socially unacceptable conduct on 
the part o f a few brands all o f us 
at the College with a bad name.
The positive beauty of spring 
would be distorted were it to be 
overshadowed by negativism and 
threats o f dire penalities. PC, 
nevertheless, would be less than 
honest were it not to reaffirm its
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obligation to take severe action 
against those who set aside the 
commitment of Providence College 
to be a good neighbor to all.
In our last few weeks of this 
academic year, let us all take to 
ourselves and make personally 
meaningful the words of the song 
now made famous by an extraor­
dinary group of famous singers 
who showed uncommon concern 
for others—"W e are the world. We 
are the children." Our world is one 
which we by our actions create. 
May we make it a world of har­
mony, of compassion and o f con­
cern. We are all truly God’s 
children. May we always act in a 
way that portrays in us a strong 
family resemblance to the One 
whom we dare to call, “ Our 
Father."
Welcome to springtime. Peace.
Thomas R. Peterson, O.P.
President
LETTERS
Physicians: New Demigods
This article appeared in the Pro­
vidence Visitor, Thursday, April 
11, 1985 by Father Joseph L. Len­
non O .P.
Rising malpractice claims and 
gargantuan settlements against 
physicians may well be signs that 
the medical profession has oversold 
itself. It is a  victim o f its own suc­
cess. Well-publicized medical 
miracles have persuaded the public 
that doctors can cure everything, so 
when they fail, Americans sue.
This naive faith in curative om­
nipotence is reinforced by the 
readiness of physicians to prescribe 
and often overprescribe tran­
quilizers, antidepressants and 
sedatives. These drugs, largely 
unknown before the fifties, provide 
physicians with the most potent 
more than half the patients doctors
treat-- the unhappy, lonely, anx­
ious coed for whom “ exposure to 
and widespread tools o f mood and 
behavior control ever employed. 
To explain how these drugs got 
such a strong grip on American 
culture one need only look at the 
change in man’s fundamental at­
titude toward life and pain.
Jews and Christians saw pain as 
purgative and purifying. Suffering 
develops character. It ennobles (per 
aspera ad astra). Nobody can avoid 
all pain. It is part o f the human 
condition. The Christian who joins 
his trials with those of the suffer­
ing Christ gians merit. In a 
desacralized society, however, tran­
quility comes in bottles. People pop 
pills to assuage pain, induce 
euphoria and triumph over life’s 
vicissitudes.
Every 24 to 36 hours from 50 to 
80 percent o f adults in the United 
States swallow a medically- 
prescribed chemical—a foreshadow 
of Aldous Huxley’s Brave New 
World -- where he assures us— 
“ Anybody can be virtuous. You 
can carry at least half of your 
morality about in a bottle. Chris­
tianity without tears-- that’s what 
the drug soma is."
Minor tranquilizers (so-called 
“ happiness pills” ) are the standard 
recipe, Vance Packard tells us, for
Thanks For The Help
Dear Editor:
I would like to extend my sincere 
appreciation to all those who 
organized and participated in the 
series o f six Academic-Career 
Seminars.
I along with many other 
students, bene f i t  from the over­
views of the different academic progamsentdbyhfcul
 members and students.
I was particularly impressed by 
the emphasis on exploring in­
dividual interests while taking 
courses in different majors as op­
posed to picking courses and a ma­
jor to fit the requirements of a pre­
chosen “ ideal-job” .
Once again, Thank—You.
COMMENTARY
Wallace Stevens once wrote, “ I 
do not know which to prefer / The 
beauty of inflections,/ Or the beau­
ty of innuendos, /The blackbird 
whistling, /Or just after” . I don’t 
know whether I enjoyed the good 
times at Providence College more 
at the time they were happening or 
as I reflect on them now, but I do 
know that I am very thankful for 
what the Cowl, on several levels, 
has given me over the last four 
years.
I think it is important, in any of­
fice, to provide a posit ive and 
healthy working atmosphere so 
that the staff can create, teach, 
learn and grow. Fortunately, the 
section editors themselves were all 
very dedicated, talented and full of 
life.
I noticed that each had his/her 
own strong individual personality 
(otherwise known a s  stubborn­
ness), which provided the entire 
editorial board with an open mind
to all ideas and greater insight con­
cerning the strengths and 
weaknesses at Providence College
More important, though, than a 
positive environment and sense of 
dedication is the need for fun. 
Luckily, the difficult times were 
taken in stride (but everyone is en­
titled to a temper-tantrum now and 
then, right?) and somehow or 
another we muddled through 
together.
I know that I will never forget 
the best of my college days and it 
is because o f this that I will never 
forget the people I have met while 
working on the Cowl. I wish the 
best o f luck to  graduating 
members: Gary, Toby, Patrick, 
Chris, Pat, Sandy, Gen, and Pete 
and my classmates.
To next year’s staff I have just 
one bit of advice: Four years do go 
by fast so ENJOY and be happy!
Suzanne Grande
From the Assistant Editor’s Desk
We Know the Problem... 
How About a Solution?
The problem, of course, is still 
here. It is going to take a lot of 
work to get rid of it. Rapists ap­
parently do not like to get caught.
There is obviously a  lot more to 
fear here than fear itself. Terror, 
bewilderment, and just wanting to 
know if they might be attacked are 
on the minds of many PC females.
These recent attacks have chang­
ed the lifestyles of more than a few 
people. Staying alone in one’s 
home or taking short cuts home are 
definitely out. The school is doing 
all it can. There will probably be 
a new guard house put up by Fen­
nel Gates, or at the very least, 
heavy security there. Father Peter­
son has continued to crank out let­
ters to students with warnings.
The Providence Police have been 
on the go, which is nice to see. The 
men in brown have been routinely 
stopping men on the streets and 
asking general questions, seeing if 
they are students and not some of 
those wonderful locals we have 
come to know and despise.
Sam
Speaks
Another group of people have a 
concern about it too, and that is the 
PC students. They are not exactly 
Guardian Angels, but many of 
them would love to take this thing 
in their own hands. If they find the 
person or persons who are respon­
sible for this madness, they might 
just kill them. Literally. And if this 
happens, so be it. I don’t think 
there would be any tears shed.
This brings up the question of 
what to do with a convicted rapist. 
The recent push tends to be a type 
of symbolic retribution. Not en­
tirely new; Dante’s Inferno show­
ed this type of punishment long 
ago. This great Italian of days gone 
by loved the theory of letting the 
punishment fit the crime. It is not 
too hard to guess what this would
The John R. Sullivan family would like to 
thank the " Class of 1985", the "Class of 
1986". and the "Class of 1987"  for the 
beautiful flowers that were delivered to us for 
John and for the Holy Sacrifice of the Mass 
that was offered for John Robert Sullivan by 
each Providence College Class. Knowing so 
many people were keeping us in their prayers 
was a great source of comfort for the entire 
family. Thanks to all of you at Providence 
College for your thoughtfulness-- Mary L.,
Jeanne. Kathy, Nancy. Peggy. Julie, John. 
Tim. Anne, Terry
mean for the rapist. Once again. 
This would not grab a lot o f peo­
ple’s pity if it happens.
Think hard about the real 
punishment here. It is not o f the at­
tacker, but the victim. This person 
has been the target o f well, 
senseless destruction. I don’t sup­
pose any of us can describe the per­
sonal hell that those attacked must 
feel, but it would seem that it 
would be worse than anything 
Dante could have thought of.
This problem is nationwide of 
course; hitting this close to home 
is what makes one shudder, as does 
the repeating of the crime. 
Thankfully the victims have been 
strong enough to talk to the pro­
per authorities. This is not often 
the case; people just do not want 
to talk about it. Who can blame 
them?
Another thing often happens 
often to benefit the accused. In a 
court o f law, clever lawyers verbal­
ly abuse the victims and try to pro­
ve that they led the rapist on. One 
can just imagine the scales of 
justice on the statue outside the 
courthouse plunging to one side.
It would be interesting to see 
what is going on inside the minds 
of both parties. Head shrinks world 
wide have said that the attackers 
have absolutely no ideas of love; 
that it is just about pure violence. 
What else could the guy be think­
ing of? How to make a person’s 
nights full o f night marish 
flashbacks? If that is the case, they 
probably succeeded.
For the persons raped, as stated 
earlier, who can say how they feel? 
It has been documented over televi­
sion starting with a classic All in the 
Family from circa 1972. These 
tend to give an idea, but it seems 
certain that there are some inside 
trauma feelings which will never be 
revealed.
As the school year ends here in 
Providence hopefully all this 
violence has ended and only the 
bad memories will remain. Spring 
has so many good things going for 
it, hopefully it can help erase the 
problem and help erase the pain for 
those attacked. Then again, maybe
It is a shame that it took cir­
cumstances such as this to bring 
this school closer together and get 
PC non-negative press. But, what 
are you going to do? I know , many 
questions, few answers.
" Hold that scalpel firmly, look that frog straight in the belly and 
remember . . .  no guts, no glory. Go get 'em Morton."
by Robert Mercer Deruntz
“ How can you spend so much 
time looking at those pictures. 
They’re so blurry—and, you’re not 
buzzed, yet—come on, let’s go to 
McSorley’s!”
A day trip to NYC is about soak­
ing up culture like a sponge, but to 
some it is about absorbing alcohol. 
Nothing wrong with alcohol, but 
art which appears in a drunken 
blurry state to some presents an ar­
tistic insight problem. These peo­
ple have not cultivated a taste. Art 
reflects human qualities and emo­
tions, and by cultivating a refined 
taste in art, one develops a  keener 
insight in understanding their lives.
During those difficult years in 
DWC people often complained 
about being drowsy once they left 
an art lecture. Those who com­
plained were often negatively 
judgemental. When they first were 
exposed to art it should not have 
been light and easily enjoyable. In 
a way art is like experiencing 
Scotch. Scotch tastes nauseous— 
it also tastes magnificent. This dif­
ference in tastes exists because 
many have suffered through a  few 
not-so-good tasting drinks and 
have begun to appreciate the fine 
qualities o f a superior drink. Those 
who suffer through a few bad ex­
periences with art are able to enjoy 
the great heritage o f our 
civilization.
It is very common to wire into 
the TV and enjoy something being 
shown, but art, though sometimes 
it (in all realms) is shown on TV, 
is a quality, production, expres­
sion, or realm of what is beautiful, 
o r o f a more than ordinary 
significance. Art can be ugly-- but 
it must be subject to aesthetic 
criteria. Art often times reflects a 
studied action (Antigone, showing 
now) and illuminates a quality 
through its own re-creation and im­
itation o f a thing or action. Art can 
be an expression of feelings mold­
ed so that others can gain a better 
ability to deal with similar feelings; 
oftentimes it induces an emotional 
state which will lead to action.
Some art will not lead to action, 
but will tax the patience of so­
meone experiencing it. Since art 
reflects our existence, we all have 
preferences and dislikes. I hate 
Handel and Haydn—some pro­
fessors here love them. Though I
hate them, their artistic skill was 
too fine for me to pass them off as 
boring noise makers.
For many-- Jimi Hendrix is 
viewed as a wild acid head 
nauseous rhythm  and blues 
guitarist who was a part o f the six­
ties, and his music is appreciated in 
such a way. However, higher a r­
tistic qualities can be found in his 
craft. While Debussy can soothe 
your emotions, Jimi Hendrix's 
music attacks your nerves.
It always reflects the modes of 
the tune,-- always original and 
creative, always exhibiting a 
rhythmic balance which is not for­
mulaic such as Heavy Metal 
Monster music exhibits. When ex- 
a mining his lyrics, they speak about 
the period in which he lived and 
how he attempted to deal with the 
times. They were unpleasant times, 
so the rhythms are not always plea­
sant. Earlier I defined art as being 
a reflections of the thoughts, ideas, 
insights, and creativity of the 
human person-- Jimi Hendrix ex­
hibited these qualities in his music.
This definition of art encom­
passes a vast realm of our life and 
to gain a better ability to unders­
tand, art education must be stress­
ed. Matthew Arnold defines the 
role of education as “ to learn and 
propagate the best that is known 
and thought in the world.”  How 
do we know what is the " best that 
is known and thought?”
Our education functions to im­
part and help us acquire general
knowledge and develop the powers 
of reasoning and judgment. By ac- 
quiring these skills one can deter- 
mind why an ugly Brecht or 
Picasso is of higher value than a 
cute big shopping mall-- sale pain­
ting bought by countless philistine 
(unintellectual middle class people).
Art functions inversely in our 
lives. Through a general knowledge 
of art we arc able to become 
educated about our lives and 
abilities. And by studying art we 
are able to develop the skills (which 
have been discussed at length 
earlier) which enable was to live 
fruitful lives. There is a strong rela­
tionship between art and educa­
tion; art has a meaning while 
education leaches us how to find 
meaning in things.
Cal's
Comments
Many people may not enjoy stu­
dying, but once the skill has been 
cultivated, one begins to ap­
preciated their own process of ac­
quiring knowledge. It is not easy, 
oftentimes not fun in the short­
 term period, and tremendously 
burdensome to a social life-- but it 
is an ability never lost. The ap­
preciation and understanding of art 
allows opportunity to enjoy the 
refined thoughts and insights of 
our great heritage.
DEMIGODS cont. from p. 6
new friends and other influences 
may force her to reevaluate herself 
and her goals.” Serentil is sug­
gested for “ the women who can’t 
get along with her new daughter- 
in-law.” Once an individual’s belief 
system helped him cope with the 
tensions of daily living. Now he 
relies on his physician 's arsenal of 
drugs.
What’s at stake here is the 
autonomy o f the individual. 
American society is experiencing a 
" pharmaceutical invasion.”  Tran­
quilizers now make up 31 percent 
o f the total sales in the phar­
maceutical market. The medical 
profession, traditionally looked 
upon as a  helping profession, now 
assumes, with the public's ac­
quiescence, a managerial function. 
Philosopher Peter Schrag warns 
that slowly and subtly the in­
dividual "will no longer know, or 
care, whether he is being served or 
controlled."  Social critic Ivan Illich 
laments “ the medicalization of 
life” and rebukes the medical 
establishment for its expropriation 
of man’s coping abilities.
In primitive tribes, the shaman, 
after serving apprenticeship, 
became the only person who had 
the right to discern evil spirits from 
good ones. In similar fashion, the 
modern physician, after initiation 
into the arcanum of his craft, 
becomes the determiner of what 
constitutes sickness, who is sick 
and what shall be done to the sick. 
He is the judge o f which pains arc 
authentic, which have a physical 
and which have a psychic base, 
which are imagined and which are 
simulated, and with Aesculapian 
wisdom he selects from his bag of 
nostrums the precise pill that will 
get his patient "over the hump"  or 
through the night. In diagnosing 
what is wrong and in judging who 
gets what drugs, the physician 
wields, observes Illich, an almost 
totalitarian power.
Research discloses that the in­
cidence o f operations in a given 
area varies in direct proportion to 
the number of surgeons available 
to perform them. So also, the con­
sumption in a given country of 
prescribed tranquilizing drugs is 
positively related to the density of 
prescribing physicians. Much to the 
dismay of feminists, two-thirds of 
all tranquilizers on the market are 
consumed by women, unemployed 
domestic housewives being the 
heaviest users.
Pains that hurt the most do not 
easily yield to drug therapy-- the 
loneliness felt after the death of a 
spouse, the melancholy o f lost or 
unrequited love, the anguish of 
thwarted ambition, the agony of 
failure, the hopelessness of despair.
Man’s most poignant pain 
derives from his finitude, from his 
dependency from his mortality. 
Samuel Johnson said, "man takes 
a drink in order to escape the pain 
of being a man."  This " existen­
tial"  pain is bound up with man’s 
search for meaning, with how he 
responds to the question: What' s it 
all about?
Ironically, the less one is able to 
discern any reason for pain, the less 
able he is to put up with it. What 
makes suffering unendurable is not 
the pain but the senselessness of it. 
Modern man is seeking, says 
psychiatrist Viktor Frankl, not 
freedom from suffering, but 
something to suffer for: “ He who 
has a why to live can bear with 
almost any how. "
The trend today is fo r  people not 
integrate their pain into an overall 
plan o f  life fo r the sake o f  fu ll 
positivity, but to depend on the 
medical profession to eliminate it. 
Yet, in its fu ll sense, health is 
wholeness and that includes man's 
capacity to deal positively and 
creatively with the tragic implica­
tions o f  his being-- with discom­
fort, disease, pain and death .
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Learn A bout A rt and Culture
Are You An 
Early Riser?
SENIOR CLASS 
COMMENCEMENT
Why not put those morning hours to good 
use and earn some money. Positions are now 
open to deliver newspapers to campus boxes. 
Job entails working an hour and a half two 
mornings a week, as well as one day each 
weekend — non-work study job. For details 
or to arrange an interview, please call Mary 
at
274-2155
The Senior Class and Commencement O f­
fice is seeking workers for this year's gradua­
tion at the C ivic Center. The sign-up list is 
in the Student Congress.
A  meal ticket w ill be provided and you will 
not have to move out of your dorm room. 
Deadline date for sign-up is April 29th.
By Friday
MANAGING PERSONAL
STRESS...
A CHANCE 
TO LEARN
Place: AQUINAS LOUNGE 
Date: MONDAY, APRIL 29
ProvIDENCE College
CLASS OF 1987
ORDERS TAKEN
Time: 7:00 P.M.
T U E SP A Y -F R ID A Y  APR IL  30 -  M A Y  3
10:00am -  3 00pm SLA V IN  CENTER,RM . 102
Presented by: Claire Rodrigues and lohn Hogan JOSTENS
1985 Tanglewood Season Expanded
The Boston Symphony Or­
chestra will expand Tanglewood 
from nine to ten weeks of or­
chestral performances for the 1985 
season, beginning and ending with 
all-Beethoven programs conducted 
by Music Director Seiji Ozawa, 
BSO General Manager Thomas W. 
Morris announced last week. The 
opening orchestral concert on Fri­
day, June 28, will feature Andre 
Watts in Beethoven’s Piano Con­
certo No. 2; Itzhak Perlman will 
close the season on Sunday, 
September 1, with the Violin 
Concerto.
The season will include a total of 
28 symphonic concerts by the 
Boston Symphony Orchestra. In 
addition, Tanglewood will present 
a series of 14 recitals highlighted by 
two special programs in the Shed: 
a duo-piano recital by Katia and 
Mar ielle Labeque on Sunday, July 
14, and a solo violin performance 
by Itzhak Perlman on Friday, 
August 30. John Williams and the 
Boston Pops will perform at 
Tanglewood on Wednesday, July 
10. Tanglew ood-O n-Parade, 
Tanglewood’s annual display of 
musical talents, will take place 
Tuesday, August 27.
Guest conductors joining the or­
chestra this summer will include 
Leonard Bernstein, leading The 
Serge and Olga Koussevitzky  
Memorial Concert, an all-Brahms 
program, on Saturday, July 20, as 
well as Charles Dutoit, Adam 
Fischer, Christopher Hogwood, 
Raymond Leppard, Kurt Masur, 
Kent Nagano, Andre Previn, Esa- 
Pekka Salonen, Leonard Slatkin, 
and Michael Tilson Thomas.
Ozawa will conduct eight pro­
grams at Tanglewood, including 
the first Tanglewood performance 
of Carmina Burana, two staged 
performances of Bach’s St. Mat­
thew Passion, and the Mahler 
Ninth Symphony. Ozawa will also 
conduct the Boston Symphony’s 
first performance of Takemitsu’s 
Piano Concerto, Riverrun.
In addition to performance of 
Bach’s St. Matthew Passion, the 
tercentenary year of Bach, Handel, 
and Scarlatti will be celebrated at 
Tanglewood with two perfor­
mances of Handel’s Messiah under 
Christopher Hogwood on July 26 
and 27. Other programs will 
feature a recital performance of
Scarlatti sonatas by guitarist 
Manuel Barrueco and of Bach’s 
Well-Tempered Clavier, Book I, by 
Andras Schiff, as well as the first 
BSO performance of Handel’s 
Concerto a due cori No. 2 in F  ma­
jo r  under Charles Dutoit.
Among the soloists joining the 
orchestra will be soprano Kiri Te 
Kanawa, making her BSO debut on 
Friday, July 5-, with music of 
Mozart and Canteloube; Shlomo 
Mintz in the Dvorak Violin Con­
certo on Saturday, July 13; mezzo- 
soprano Tatiano Troyanos in 
Berlioz’s Les Nuits d ’ete on all 
Berlioz program on Friday, July 
19; cellist Yo-Yo Ma in the 
Schumann Cello Concerto on Fri­
day, August 9; and violinist Cho- 
Lian Lin in the Stravinsky Violin 
Concerto on Saturday, August 24.
The Tanglewood festival Chorus 
will participate in four choral 
works; the Poulenc Gloria with 
soprano Sylvia McNair; the 
Messiah with soloists Mary 
Rawcliffe, Catherine Denley, 
Laurence Dale, and David 
Thomas; the St. Matthew Passion 
with vocalists Edith Mathis, 
Carolyn Watkinson, Keith Lewis, 
Anthony Rolfe Johnson, Benjamin 
Luxon, and Richard Stilwell; and 
Carmina Burana with Erie Mills, 
John Aler, and Hakan Hagegard.
The summer’s Theatre-Concert 
Hall performers will include the 
Beaux A rts Trio in an all- 
Beethoven program duplicating 
that o f their public debut concert 
at Tanglewood thirty years ago. 
The King’s Singers, William 
Bolcom and Joan Morris, Yo-Yo 
Ma and Emanuel Ax, baritone 
Hakan Hagegard, the Concord 
String Quartet, and the Boston 
Symphony Chamber Players, as 
well as Andras Schiff and Manuel 
Barrueco.
The Friday Prelude concerts 
which precede the evening BSO 
performances will include cellist 
Lynn Harrell, pianist Peter Serkin, 
mezzo-soprano Jan DeGaetani 
with pianist Gilbert Kalish, the 
Tanglewood Festival Chorus, the 
Empire Brass, and several chamber 
ensembles made up of Boston Sym­
phony Orchestra members.
Other soloists joining the or­
chestra include BSO concertmaster 
Malcolm Lowe, who will make his 
first appearance with the orchestra
as a  concerto soloist when he per­
forms the Bruch G minor concer­
to  under Seiji Ozawa on Sunday, 
June 30, as well as violinists Elmar 
Oliveira, Nigel Kennedy, and 
Yuzoko Horigome; BSO principal 
cellist Jules Eskin and principal 
bassoonist Sherman Walt; and 
pianists Marek Drewnowski, Alicia 
de Larrocha, and Horacio 
Gutierrez.
Birthday and anniversary 
celebrations in addition to the ones 
already described will include An  
Aaron Copland Celebration com­
memorating the composer’s 85th 
birthday and tributes to William 
Schuman and Gunther Schuller. 
Also in honor of Copland, Michael 
Tilson Thomas will conduct the 
Boston Symphony in a performace 
of Applachian Spring on August 
23.
Several contem porary and 
classical works will be featured in 
their first BSO performances dur­
ing the Tanglewood season. On Ju­
ly 8 Leonard Slatkin will conduct 
Peter Warlock’s Capriol Suite and 
William Bolcom’s Commedia. 
Raymond Leppard will conduct the 
first BSO performances of Boc­
cherini’s Symphony in D minor. 
The House o f  the Devil, Vivaldi’s 
Bassoon Concerto in C, 
Telemann’s Concerto in E  Flat fo r  
Tworns, and Louis Spohr’s 
Symphony No. 7, The Ages o f  
Man. On August 20, in the 
Theatre-Concert Hall, baritone 
Benjamin Luxon and pianist 
Gilbert Kalish will give the first 
Tanglewood perform ance of 
Mahler 's Songs o f  the Wayfarer ar­
ranged for chamber ensemble by 
Arnold Schoenberg.
The Festival o f Contemporary 
Music at Tanglewood will take 
place this year from August 1 
through August 7. Both the Boston
Symphony Orchestra and the 
Tanglewood Music Center Or­
chestra will participate in the 
Festival, along with guest recitalists 
and chamber ensembles from the 
Tanglewood Music Center. This 
year’s composer-in-residence, Leon 
Kirchner, will be represented in the 
Festival by several o f his own 
works.
Tickets will be available only to 
Friends of Tanglewood until April 
14, when public sale begins. At that 
time tickets may be purchased by 
calling CHARGIT: Boston (617)
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542-3600; New York City (212) 
944-9300; Upstate New York (518) 
462-7450; and elsewhere in New 
England, New Jersey, Delaware 
and Eastern Pennsylvania, 
1-800-223-0120.
Mail orders may also be made 
through the Tanglewood Ticket 
Office at Symphony Hall, Boston, 
Massachusetts 02115 through June 
3. After June 3, ticket mail orders 
should be directed to  the 
Tanglewood Ticket Office in 
Lenox, Massachusetts 01240.
Preview:
Evita — Reserve Tickets!
Evita, the Broadway musical 
which earned 7 Tony Awards (in­
cluding Best Musical), 6 Drama 
Desk Awards and the New York 
Drama Critics Circle Award will 
p lay in Providence Tuesday 
through Sunday, June 18-23. 
Florence Lacey stars in this Pro
vidence Performing Arts Center 
presentation. Tickets go on sale 
Monday, April 15 and may be 
ordered by calling (401) 421-ARTS.
Evita is based on the life o f Eva 
Peron and her rise to power in 
Argentina during the late 1940’s 
and early 1950’s. The music and 
lyrics are by the highly-acclaimed 
team of Andrew Lloyd Webber 
and Tim Rice.
Florence Lacey was the last ac­
tress to play Eva Peron during 
Evita's Broadway run. She has per
formed on Broadway and with na­
tional touring companies for 
several years.
Lacey won the Theatre World 
Award for her Broadway debut as 
Irene Malloy in Carol Channing’s 
revival o f Hello Dolly! and went 
on to star opposite Joel Grey in 
Jerry Herman’s Broadway musical. 
The Grand Tour.
Other credits include regional 
theatre roles as Stella in A Street
car Named Desire, Julie Jordan in 
Carouse. and Gypsy Rose Lee in 
Gypsy.
Groups of 20 or more are eligibl
e for a 10 percent discount (ex­
cluding Friday or Saturday evening 
performances). For further infor­
mation on groups call Susan at 
(401) 421-2997 during business
Tickets fo r Evita  are 
$17.50-$25.00. To order, call the 
Providence Perform ing Arts 
Center Box Office at (401) 
421-ARTS. Mastercard and Visa 
are welcome.
THEY’RE BACK-- The graduates of Police Academy return with their new captain, Pete Lasard 
(HOWARD HESSEMAN): L. to R., Lavelle Jones (MICHAEL WINSLOW), Proctor (LANCE 
KINSEY), Vinnie Schtulman (PETER VAN NORDEN), Moses Hightower (BUBBA SMITH), Doug 
Tackier (BRUCE MAHLER), Carey Mahoney (STEVE GUTTENBERG) and Laverne Hooks (MARION 
RAMSEY) in the new comedy Police Academy 2: Their First Assignment, a Warner Bros, release.
Trinity Offers Acting Class
The Trinity Rep Conservatory 
will be offering an Introduction To 
Acting class for ten weeks beginn­
ing on April 23rd. Enrollment in 
the course is open to adults and 
teenagers 16 years and older. The 
course is part of the Conservatory’s 
new Extension Program. When this 
class was first offered in February, 
the response was such that only 
about half of the applicants could 
be accommodated. The Conser­
vatory expects a similar response to 
the course this time as well, and in­
terested applicants are encouraged 
to apply as soon as possible in 
order to secure their place in the 
program.
The purpose of the class is to 
develop basic acting techniques and 
to prepare the student for the audi­
tion environment. The course 
begins by exploring the senses 
through theatre exercises focusing 
on the physical instrument. Con­
centration techniques are then us­
ed to develop an understanding of 
such basic acting concepts as 
motivation, action, and objective. 
These techniques are then applied 
first to improvisation and then to 
audition monologues. Throughout 
the sessions, lectures are interspers­
ed on professional behavior along 
with information on tools for “get­
ting the job .”
The class is taught by a profes­
sional actor, selected either from 
the Trinity Square Rep Company, 
or from the professional faculty of 
the Conservatory.
Classes are three hours in length 
from 7-10 pm. Three different sec­
tions are offered: Tuesdays are for 
16 to 20 year olds, Wednesdays 
21-30 year olds, and Thursdays for 
those 31 and up. Cost for the full 
ten weeks is $100.
For more information contact 
Steven Sookikian at the Trinity Rep 
Conservatory by calling (401) 
521-1120.
Mick Returns with a Clean Beat:
by Cheyne Horan 
Well it is spring of 1985 and 
Mick Jagger has yet another con­
tribution to give to the world of 
music. This time it' s a solo work 
entitled “ She the Boss” , and it 
seems to be selling well at this 
point. Yet even if we disregard 
solos, this album is trustworthy on 
content alone. Finally, Mick has 
returned to his brash, clean, studio 
voice instead of selling out as he did 
with such artists as Michael 
Jackson.
Undoubtedly the best quality of
 this particular album is its awesome 
display of musicianship. Included 
are Pete Townsend and Jeff Beck 
who have more than once proven 
in the past their unique studio 
talents.
Keeping the prim ary beat 
throughout each song is Bobbie 
Shakespeare (bass) and Sly Dunbur 
(drums) who both wear initial 
members of the regular heroes, 
Bob Marley and The Waiters. Also 
making a great appearance on 
Lucky in Love cut is keyboard whiz 
Herbie Hancock who adds a jazzy 
melody to the introduction. This 
lively backup provides consisten­
cy... that just would have otherwise 
lacked musically.
Already such cuts as Lucky in 
Love have gotten noteworthy ex­
posure. The general reaction is that 
Jagger can still somehow maintain 
a style that keeps up with the 
changing times. Thus, the listening
audience of the early Rolling 
Stones would probably be more 
than satisfied with Mick’s 1985 per­
formance. No doubt by summer­
time this album will be sharing top 
honors on Billboard’s Top Forty.
Even though Mick Jagger should 
be best remembered as an energetic 
rocker of the sixties, this new tran­
sition in style can be acceptable. 
Stones listeners of the past who 
were pleased with their last three 
albums would surely appreciate this 
work solely on its precise studio 
mixing. If it’s Mick with a clean 
beat don’t hesitate to pick up 
 “ She’s the Boss”  for summertime 
listening!
The National Guitar Summer Workshop
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The National Guitar Summer 
Workshop is proud to announce 
that some of the finest guitarists in 
the country will be presenting 
Master Workshops during the 
NGSW's second summer season.
Classes will be conducted by 
such outstanding visiting artists as: 
Larry Coryell, Sharon Isbin, 
Michael Hedges, Arlen Roth, Den­
nis Koster, Jerry Jemmott, Eric 
Schoenberg, David Becker, Scott 
Anderson and Mark Altekruse.
The NGSW gives students the 
opportunity to spend a week or two 
in a community that shares their 
love for music and the guitar. In­
termediate and advanced guitarists 
are offered courses in : Rock, 
Classical,  Jazz, Fingerpicking, 
Bluegrass and Bass.
In addition , classes in: 
songwriting, improvisation, theory, 
sight reading, recording techniques, 
arranging and composition are 
given daily. This year new courses 
have been added to our curriculum: 
Banjo, Voice, Guitar Synthesizer, 
the Chapman Stick and a month­
long course in Guitar Building.
Located at the South Kent 
School, in South Kent, CT., the 
NGSW accepts high school, college 
and adult guitarists who have a t­
tained the intermediate or advanced
 level. The first session begins on 
July 14 and subsequent one, two, 
and three week-long sessions con­
tinue through August 25.
A limited number of scholar­
ships are made available to deser­
ving students.
The NGSW would also like to 
announce its first National Guitar 
Composition Competition. In an 
effort to encourage young com­
posers to write for the guitar, the 
NGSW will be sponsoring annual 
contests. For information and 
guidelines, please contact the 
Workshop.
The NGSW staff and many of 
our master workshop performers 
are available for newspaper and 
radio interviews. We greatly ap­
preciate your assistance in helping 
us reach your readers and listeners.
For brochures or more informa­
tion about any of our programs, 
please contact: Mr. David 
Smolover, Director, NGSW, Box 
222, Lakeside, CT. 06758 or (203) 
567-8529.
Movie Review:
Police Academy, 2-A Flop
by John Monacci
The madcap Police Academy 
recruits are at it again. This time 
they are on the beat. The original 
cast of the first movie. Police 
Academy, has been recruited for 
this sequel. Although this movie 
has already outgrossed all other 
film comedies to date ($156.5 
million), I fail to see what all the 
fuss is about!
The plot is a pathetically simple 
one. The recently graduated 
recruits are sent to resurrect a fail­
ing precinct and to save a desperate 
police cap ta in ’s (Howard 
Hessman) job. The result is a bad­
ly collaborated series of stupid, 
predictable “ police” jokes. These 
“ jokes” range from cops who 
somehow always fail to see trouble, 
to cops who cause more trouble 
then they are worth.
In all fairness, some individual 
performances are good. Actor 
Tim (Saturday N ight Live) 
Kazurinsky plays a timid
Fortissimo! Exhibit at RISD
by Lauren Ablondi
The Rhode Island School of 
Design (RISD) museum, located on 
Benefit Street, is featuring a unique 
art collection owned by Richard 
Brown Baker, a native of Pro­
vidence. For more than 30 years 
Baker has devoted himself to col­
lecting contemporary art and pur­
sued the work of new and ex­
perimental artists.
Baker regards 1954 as his real 
starting point for obtaining more 
than 1200 works of art because in 
May of that year he purchased a 
Feiningers watercolor and a 
Schwitters collage as well as his first 
abstract oil In Transit, by Jose 
Guerrero.
He also owns examples of early 
works from the period of Abstract 
Expressionism. Jackson Pollack’s 
Arabesque, F ranz Kline’s 
Wanamaker Block, Hans Hof­
mann's Fortissimo, and The Pond 
reflect the development of an 
abstract style whose meaning 
derives from the force of gesture 
and color. They are typically large, 
and vigorously and boldly painted. 
The raw energy depicted is a reac­
tion to the refinements of pre-War 
European painting.
Pop Art, by artists such as 
Rauschenberg, Lichenstein, Rosen-
quist, and Warhol, is also an in­
tegral part o f this exhibit. This 
work of the 60’s surfaced largely as 
a reaction to the heroic roman­
ticism of the Abstract Expres­
sionists. Warhol’s Early Electric 
Chair is a  vivid example o f the ar­
tists’ reliance upon commercial im­
agery and photo-mechanical pro­
cesses of reproduction.
Baker has also collected the 
works of many painters who have 
returned to the problems of 
realism. Ralph Goings Wall’s 
Restaurant is typical o f the New 
Realist dependence upon 
photography as a point o f depar­
ture while Robert Arnison provides 
a more unique approach to realism 
in his brilliantly eccentric clay 
pieces.
The show represents an interna­
tional scope of art with works by 
French, British, Italian, German, 
and Japanese artists. In addition to 
Abstract Expressionism, Pop Art 
and New Realism, one can see a 
rich selection of Minimal Art and 
several examples of New Expres­
sionist paintings from the 1980’s.
Baker’s collection is quite ex­
citing. I would urge everyone to see 
how various expressions of the 
modern world are presented to us 
in artwork created by many truly 
gifted artists.
ARTS/EN
shop owner who has his store 
wrecked, gets mugged, and gets his 
pride hurt all because he is just “ in 
the way."  He is a professional vic­
tim. David Graf plays Officer 
Eugene Tackleberry, a “ bullet- 
head”  cop more interested in 
weapons than women. Comedian 
Steve Gultenberg plays the leader 
of these recruits, Carey Mahoney. 
He does not want anybody to know 
he is a cop, even when is on duty. 
Michael Winslow is officer Larvelle 
Jones, a cop who can create any 
noise imaginable with his mouth. 
He is the bright spot in the movie. 
He imitates everything from dogs 
and police helicopters to a whole 
S.W.A.T. Team. Winslow’s talent 
is both unique and funny. He has 
a sparkling future in comedy films.
Overall, I was not overly im­
pressed with Police Academy II. 
The only real crime being commit­
ted is that movie houses are taking 
in money for this silly picture.
Jagger’s Solo "She The Boss" Rocks
“ Call Me Master Harold’
by Heather Wessely
Did you ever notice how 
sometimes our memories tend to 
accumulate fond remembrances so 
much that when we return to see 
the actual place or event, we end 
up disappointed? I found myself 
thinking that as I made my way to 
Trinity Square last Thursday for 
the first time in over a year. I recall­
ed all the fine productions I had 
seen there in the past, but I found 
myself wondering if Trinity would 
really be as good as I remembered
The answer after seeing "Master 
Harold"... and the boys is a re­
sounding “ yes” . In one masterful 
stroke. Trinity Square Repertory 
Company, with a little help from 
playwright Athol Fugard, has 
demonstrated dramatic excellence 
that deserves every bit o f acclaim 
it has received.
Ed Hall, Michael Cobb, and last- 
m inute replacem ent Akin 
Babatunde take this one-act, one 
scene play set in South Africa, and 
from a little stage in Providence, 
deliver a timely political and in­
tensely personal message to all. The 
action centers around a teenage 
(white) schoolboy and his relation­
ship with the two (black) men who 
work in his mother’s soda fountain 
shop. Fugard’s exceptional writing 
ability has enabled him to examine 
the volatile issue of race relations 
in South Africa and the equally 
volatile relationships o f fathers and 
sons in one play.
Akin Babatunde, an actor with 
Broadway credentials, is alternately 
funny and sympathetic as Willie,
an average gut who is trying (none 
too successfully) to learn how to 
dance and how to live without 
“ stepping on toes." Michael Cobb, 
in his first major role at Trinity, 
shines in his portrayal o f Master 
Harold (Hally), the child who is 
torn by the love he feels for his own 
no-good father and the love he feels 
for his fatherly friend Sam, who 
just happens to be black. Cobb 
plays Hally as a sad and confused 
young man who can 't see how peo­
ple can ever live without “ stepping 
on others’ toes”  because he cannot 
avoid doing so in his own life. 
Fugard uses Hally to show how 
apartheid hurts whites as well as 
blacks.
As for Ed Hall in the role of 
Sam, what can be said that hasn’t 
been said be fore? Hall, a superb 
actor, portrays Sam and skillfully 
balances Hally’s pessimism with his 
vision o f a world that is like cham­
pionship ballroom  d a n c in g -  
happy, beautiful people whirling 
gracefully around and never col­
liding or “ stepping on each others’ 
toes" .
Hall’s portrayal succeeds in 
keeping the play bittersweet instead 
of tragic, and the relationship 
created between Sam and Hally 
keeps the story from becoming a 
mere political treatise. The fine ef­
forts o f Fugard and the actors are 
complemented by the nostalgic set, 
complete with a vintage 1950 
jukebox, created by Robert Soule.
While watching the play end with 
Wille and Sam whirling in a 
graceful two-step around the stage. 
I couldn’t help but wonder-- if 
Willie can learn to dance, why can’t we?
Blackfriars Review:
A Moving and Profound Antigone
by Ann Delorey
Antigone, by Sophocles, is the 
final production o f the 1984-85 
Blackfriars Theatre season. It was 
performed this past weekend on 
Friday and Saturday night at 8:00 
p.m. and Sunday at 2:00 p.m. Next 
weekend the times will be the same 
for the performances (April 26-28). 
Translated by Dudley Fitts and 
Robert Fitzgerald and directed by 
Mary Farrell, Antigone is the mov­
ing and dramatic legend of one of 
the greatest Greek heroines.
As most ot the Western Civiliza­
tion students know, Antigone was 
the daughter o f Oedipus, ruler of 
Thebes, who killed his father and 
married his mother, and later kill­
ed himself because of these terrible 
deeds. The curse is passed down to 
his daughter Antigone for she, 
wanting to conduct a proper burial 
for her brother Polyneices, is con
demned to death by King Creon.
Creon will not allow a proper 
burial for Polyneices because he 
was a traitor, but Antigone believes 
that no civil authority can outrule 
the laws of God. Antigone is put 
to death but Creon pays for his ac­
tions. The blind prophet, Teresias, 
tells Creon that doom will come to 
his family and him. Sure enough, 
Creon’s son, Haimon, soon to be 
married to Antigone, kills himself 
and his mother (Creon’s wife) also 
commits suiside. Creon is left alone 
in despair.
All members of the cast did an 
excellent job  portraying their 
characters. James Maher, who ap­
peared as Creon, was outstanding 
in his perform ance as an 
au tho rita tive , dom ineering 
character. Likewise, Mary Vining, 
who played Antigone, did a power­
ful job depicting a woman in 
distress.
One o f the highlights o f the per­
formance is the confrontation bet-
ween Creon and his son Haimon 
about the morality of killing An­
tigone. Both of their performances 
are forceful and compelling in this 
scene. The most moving scene is 
the last scene of the soliloquy of 
Creon as he cries out in lament for 
the death o f his son and wife. The 
play is complemented by the help 
of the chorus, costuming and 
scenery, all o f which “ set the 
mood".
The costuming designed by 
David Cabral, is very appropriate 
for the Greek setting, while the 
scenery depicts the melancholic at­
mosphere of the play itself. The 
chorus took part chanting songs 
which oriented the audience 
towards the scene.
Although one will not come out 
o f the play with an elated or joyful 
feeling it is not because the play 
was not performed well, for the 
play would not have been perform­
ed properly if the outcoming mood 
had been a happy one. If anyone 
is looking for a relaxing evening, 
go and see this excellent perfor­
mance of Antigone. To reserve 
tickets for next weekend call the 
Blackfriars Box Office at 865-2218. 
Tickets are $2.00 for students and 
$4.00 for adults.
handsome Prince and they live hap­
pily ever after.
In the Festival Ballet’s produc­
tion Jerilynj Amodei will star as 
Cinderella, partnered by Winthrop 
Corey as the Prince. Joining 
Amodei and Corey will be Nancy 
Carey and Ann Beretta as the two 
step-sisters, Lorraine Padden as the 
Fairy Godmother, Christine Hen- 
nessy as the step-mother and 
Patric ia  D ubois, Kimberly 
McNamara, Marianne Gnys and 
Eva M arie Pacheco as The 
Seasons.
The production is staged by 
Christine Hennessy and Winthrop 
Corey, with costumes by Corey, 
lighting by Linda McNeilly and sets 
by Michael McGarty.
English language. The ta le , 
however is not o f the English 
origin. It was first published in 
Paris in 1697. The storyteller re­
mains anonymous. We do know 
that the author was a woman, 
possibly she was a governess in the 
household of Charles Perrau lt a 
Parisian civil servant, who collected 
the tales in Tales o f  Times Past . 
Perrault’s book also gave birth to 
the well-known “ Once upon a
In the story we meet a beautiful 
young girl Cinderella, a step­
mother, two step-sisters and most 
importantly a Prince and a Fairy 
Godmother. It is a story of a young 
girl whose wishes come true as she 
meets and falls in love with the
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TERTAINMENT
Ricardo Pitts-Wiley, Michael Cobb, and Ed Hall in Trinity Repertory Company’s production of Athol Fugard's 
Master Harold... and the boys performing in the downstairs theatre April 5 through May 19, 1985.
Preview:
Festival Ballet Presents Cinderella
Festival Ballet will present an all 
new production of Cinderella, a 
ballet in three acts, with music by 
Prolof i ev, on Saturday, April 27 at 
8 p .m. and Sunday, April 28 at 
2:30 p.m. for two performances 
only, at the Providence Perform­
ing Arts Center. Tickets are 
available by calling the Festival 
Ballet at 401-353-1129 or at the 
P P A C ’s Box Office 
401-421-ARTS.
The story o f Cinderella is one of 
the best loved fairy tales in the
Providence, RI—Scene from the classical Greek tragedy A N TIGONE
 by Sophocles, translated by Dudley Fitts and Robert Fit­
zgerald. Pictured: Jim Maher (Creon) and Mary Vining (Antigone). 
(Photo by Randall Photography)
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Arts And Entertainment Update
ART EXHIBITS
by Christine Parisi
Bert Art Gallery, Biltmore Plaza, 
Providence. 353-1723. Wed.-Sat., 
10:00 a.m .-4:00 p.m .
Bell Gallery,  List Art Center, 
Brown University-- "Flying Tigers: 
Painting and Sculpture in New 
York, 1939-1946” .
The Elms, Newport RI, "40 years: 
A Look Back” , Marking the 40th 
anniversary of the Preservation 
Society of Newport County April 
28-- 5:00 p.m.-7:00 p.m. 
Hunt-Cavanagh Art Gallery, Pro­
vidence College, lower campus,
Mon.-Thur. 9:30 a.m.-4:30 p.m.,
6:30 p.m.-9:00 p.m.; Fridays 9:30 
a.m.- 4:00 p.m.
Museum of Rhode Island History
at Aldrich House, 110 Benevolent 
Street, Providence. Tues.-Sat. 
11:00 a.m .- 4:00 p.m .; Sun. 
1:00-4:00 p.m. Admission is $1.50 
for adults, 50 cents for senior 
citizens and students.
Rhode Island School of Design 
Museum 224 Benefit St., Pro­
vidence. 331-3511. Hours: Tues.,
Wed., Fri. and Sat. 10:30 a.m.-5:00 
p.m.; Thur. 12:00-9:00 p.m .; Sun. 
2:00-5:00 p.m. “ The Future That 
Was"-- April 25, 12 p.m. and 4:30 
p.m.; Fortissimo! Thirty years 
from the Richard Brown Baker 
Collection of Contemporary Art, 
April 28.
Rhode Island Watercolor Society 
Gallery, Slater Memorial Park, Ar­
mistice Blvd, Pawtucket, R .I. 
726-1876. Gallery hours: Tues.-Sat. 
10:00 a .m .-4 :00 p .m .  Sun. 
1:00-5:00 p.m. An exhibition of 
Watercolors and Oils by Deborah 
Y. Farley, Louis A. Emma and 
Helen M. Pierce—April 21- May 
10.
Smith Goodrich Gallery, 262
Weybosset S t., Providence. 
751-5651. Wed.-S a t., 11:00 
a.m.-6:00 p.m.
Three For All Gallery, 3rd floor, 
Arcade, Providence. Sponsored by 
RISD Museum of Art, Rhode 
Island Historical Society and 
Rhode Island Preservation Socie­
ty. Mon.-Sat. 10:00 a .m.-5:00 p.m. 
Woods-Gerry Gallery, 62 Prospect 
St., Providence. Mon.-Fri. 9:00 
a .m .-4:00 p .m .; Sat. 11:00 
a.m.-4:00 p.m .; Sun. 2:00-5:00 p.m.
ON STAGE
Blackfriars Theatre, Providence 
College. 865-2327. Antigone, April 
26,27—8:00p.m. and April 
28-- 2:00p.m.
Brown University, Leed Theatre, 
863-2838. Spring's Awakening, by 
Franz W edeking, April
25- 28-8 :00  p.m.
City Nights Dinner Theatre, Ex­
change Street, Pawtucket, 
723-6060. The Owl and The 
Pussycat, Fri. and Sat. in April, 
dinner at 7:00 p.m., curtain at 8:15
p.m. By reservation only. 
Providence Perform ing Arts 
Center, 220 Weybosset St., Pro­
vidence 421-2997. Cinderella, per­
formed by the Festival Ballet of RI. 
April 27-- 8:00p.m., April 28-- 2:30 
p.m. For ticket information call 
421-ARTS.
The Rhode Island Shakespeare 
Theatre, The Swanhurst Theatre, 
Webster St., Newport. 849-7892. 
The Merry Wives o f  Windsor" 
March 27-April 28.
Rhode Island Feminist Theatre, 
Providence, 273-8654. The 
Strength o f  the Stone, an oral 
history play with music, April
26— 8:15 p.m. at the Westerly 
Library and April 28-- 3:00 p.m. at 
Roger Williams Park Auditorium. 
Admission is free.
RIC Theatre Production, Roberts 
Auditorium. Hello Dolly, April 
25-28, Thurs-Sat 8:00 p.m., Sun 
3:00 p.m.
Robert Will Theatre Fine Arts 
Center. URI, Kingston. Compres­
sion: A Computerrific Cabaret, 
April 18-May 4, Thurs-Sat 8:00 
p.m. For information call 792-5921 
or 783-3401.
Trinity Square Repertory Co., 201
W ashington S t., Providence, 
521-1100. Master Harold and the 
Boys by Athol Fugard. April 
5-May 19, in the downstairs 
theatre. Present Laughter, by Noel 
Coward, April 26-May 26, in the 
upstairs theatre.
Call Fr. McPhail's office Mon. and 
Tues. regarding 50 cent tickets to 
Trinity Rep.
CONCERTS
Brown University, Alumnae Hall, 
The Second City Touring Com­
pany, comedy act, April 25—8:00 
p.m.
A frika Bambaataa and The Soul
Sonic Force, April 26—9:00 p.m. 
R.E.M. with the Neats ans Pablo 
Moses, April 27—3:30 p.m., on 
Pembroke Field. All concerts are 
open to the public. Tickets 
available at Brown Student Ac­
tivities Office.
The Leroy Theatre, 66Broad St., 
Pawtucket, (617) 376-2978. The 
Outlaws with the Fools, April 
26-- 7:30 p.m.
Providence College Music Series, 
John Langlos '85, organ recital at 
St. Pius Church, April 24-- 8:00 
p.m. Student recital at Recital Hall 
in Catherine o f Siena, 
April28-- 3:00 p.m.
RIC, 600 Mt. Pleasant Ave, Pro­
vidence, 456-8244. New Music 
Ensemble, directed by George 
Goneconto, April 24—2:00 p.m. at 
Roberts 138. Yo-Yo Ma, Cellist in 
Recital, April 29, Roberts 
Auditorium-- 8:00 p.m.
CLUBS
by Jen LaTorre
Alias Smith and Jones, 50 Main 
St., East Greenwich. 884-0756. 
Frat House, 1522 Smith Street, 
North Providence. 353-9790. 
Wed., Apr. 24-- The Heat 
Thur.- Sat., Apr. 25-27—Fallen 
Angels
Thurs.,- Sat., May 2-4—The Buzz 
Open bar every night—7:30-9:30 
Cover charge: Sun.- Thur.-- $4; 
Fri. and Sat.-- $5 
Sunday after 9:30—ladies’ free 
admission
G. Flagg’s, 3172 Pawtucket Ave.,
Providence. 433-1258.
Open bar—8:00-9:00; Thur.- 
Sun.-- 2 for 1  8 :00-11:00; $4 
cover charge.
Gillary’s, 198 Thames St., Bristol. 
253-2012.
Fri., Apr. 26-- Cal Ray and His 
Classical Magic
Sat.,  Apr. 27-- Cal Ray and His 
Classical Magic 
Mon.-Thur., 8:00-9:00—drinks 
are 1/2 price and no cover charge. 
G ulliver's, Farnum  Pike, 
Smith field  231-9898.
Wed., Apr. 24—The Name 
Thur.-Sat., Apr. 25-27-- The 
Buzz
Mon., Apr. 29-- Fallen Angel 
Tues., Apr. 30—The Heat 
Wed., May 1-- The Name 
J.R .’s Fastlane, Washington St.,
Providence. 273-6771.
Open bar every night, 7:30-9:30. 
Cover charge varies. Wed.-- Open 
bar for ladies, 8:00-11:00; for men, 
7:00-8:00
Kirby’s, Rt. 7, Sm ithfield. 
231-0230
Wed.-Thur., Apr. 24-25-- D.J. 
the D .J., 9:00 p.m.-12:00 a.m. 
Ladies’ Nite-- 8-10 
Happy hour every 
day--- 3:00-7:00
Thur.—50 cent drinks for ladies, 
8:00-10:00
Cover charge on Fri. and Sat. 
Last Call Saloon, 15 Elbow St.,
Providence. 421-7170.
Wed., Apr. 24-- The Rockin’ 
Valentino’s
Thur., Apr. 25—Troia-Grier 
Fri., Apr. 26-- No Secrets 
Sat., Apr. 27—Alternate Plan, 
Nasty Habits
Sun.- M on., Apr. 28-29—The 
Comediac: Movie Chained For 
Life
Tues., Apr. 30—Dynatones 
Wed., May. 1-- Bobby Watson 
Blues Band 
$2 cover charge
Living Room, 273 Promenade St.,
Providence. 521-2520.
Cover charge varies.
Lupo’s, 377 Westminster St.,
Providence.
M on.-W ed.—Open bar,
8:00-9:00
Cover charge varies 
M arriott Lounge, Providence. 
272-2400.
Muldoon’s Saloon, 250 South 
Waters St., Providence. 331-7523.
Wed.- Sat., Apr. 24-27-- German 
O ’Brien
Fri., Apr. 28—Red Branch Nite 
Sat., Apr. 29-- Tom Brenan 
Sun., Apr. 30—Dara Down 
Mon.-Thur., May 1-4—Tommy 
O ’Callahan
Happy hour every day until 9:00 
$2 cover charge on Fri. and Sat. 
Periwinkle’s, The Arcade, Pro­
vidence. 274-0170.
Every Sun. and Wed.-- Frank 
Santos—R-Rated hypnotist 
Every Thur.-- Amateur comedy 
Every Fri. and S a t.— 
professional comedy
ON SCREEN
by Jen LaTorre
Avon Repertory Cinema, Thayer 
St., Providence. 421-3315.
A Boy and His Dog—Sun.,
Mons., Tues.-- 7:20; Sun.-- 1:00 
1984- - Sun., Mon., Tues.-- 9:15; 
Sun.-- 2:45
Cable Car Cinema, North Main 
St., Providence. 272-3970 
Castle Theater, 1029 Chalkstone 
Ave., Providence. 831-2555.
Porky’s Revenge-- Fri., Sat.,
Sun. -- 1:00, 3:00, 7:00, 9:00; 
Mon.-Thur.-- 7:00, 9:00 
A Passage to  India-- Fr i .,
Sat.—1:00, 7:00, 9:45; Mon.- 
Thur.-- 7:30; Sun.-- 1:00, 7:30 
Amadeus—Fri., S a t.--  1:00, 
7:00, 9:45; Sun.-- 1:00, 7:30; 
Mon.-Thur.—7:30
Lincoln Mall Cinema, Rt. 116, Lin­
coln. 333-2130.
Secret of the Sword-- 12:45 only 
Moving Violation—1:15, 3:15, 
5:15, 7:15, 9:15 
Lady Hawke-- 2:30, 4:45, 7:10,
9:30
Care Bears-- 1:00, 3:00, 5:00 
Sure Thing-- 7:25, 9:25 
Mask-- 1:30, 4:00, 7:10, 9:30 
Monday-Saturday before 6:00 
p.m .—$2;Sundays and holidays 
first show only—$2; general 
admission—$4
Showcase Cinem a, Seekonk. 
336-6020.
Witness-- 1:00, 7:30, 9:50 
Beverly Hills Cop-- 1:10, 7:25, 
9:40,
Breakfast Club-- 1:10, 7:45, 
10:45
Desperately Seeking
Susan--1 :00, 7:35, 9:55 
Cat’s Eye-- 1:30, 7:35, 9:55 
Fraternity Vacation-- 1:25, 4:40, 
10:00
Police Academy-- 1:50, 7:20, 
9:45
Monday-Saturday before 6:00 
p.m.-- $2; Sundays and holidays, 
first show only—$2; general 
admission—4.50
Warwick Mall Cinema, Warwick. 
738-9070.
Baby-- 5:30, 7:35, 9:35 
Moving Violations—1:15, 3:15, 
5:15, 7:15, 9:15 
Secret of the Sword—1:00, 3:00, 
5:00
Sure Thing-- 7:15, 9:30 
Care Bear-- 12:00, 1:35, 3:30 
Admission $2 for first show on­
ly, Mon.-Sat.; Admission $4 all 
other shows.
BOP Presents Southside
by Anne D' Andrea
One o f the highlights of the PC 
Spring Fling weekend was the con­
cert presented by the Entertainment 
Committee of the BOP on Satur­
day night. Roomful of Blues and 
Southside Johnny performed in 
Alumni Hall to an audience of 
about 1000 people.
Roomful of Blues played for 
about forty minutes. The audience 
responded well to their jazz music 
repertoire. Southside Johnny went 
on stage at 10:00 p.m. and per-
formed for well over an hour. He 
and The Jukes belted out many 
familiar songs like We’re Having a 
Party and Trapped Again as well
as several new numbers which the 
audience enjoyed immensely. 
Southside was very friendly and 
receptive to the audience, and 
many girls were on the stage danc­
ing with the band by the end of the 
night!
The Entertainment Committee 
and the BOP should be commend­
ed for giving PC a successful even­
ing of fun and music.
Book Review:
Wedgewood’s The Spoils o f  Time
by Betsy Beaulieu
C.V. Wedgwood's The Spoils o f  
Time is a book which belongs on 
every serious student’s bookshelf. 
It is a chronicle of world history 
from the dawn of civilization to the 
High Renaissance. But it is also 
much more.
The author, Dame Veronica 
Wedgwood, is a member of the 
famous porcelain dynasty and a 
well-known British historian. Her 
newest book has been described as 
“ an elegant and vivid summation
of a lifetime's worth o f research."
The result is a rich portrayal of 
history which is not only accurate 
but is at the same time dramatic 
and picturesque.
Miss Wedgwood has taken the 
bare facts o f world history and in-
fused them with a sense of human 
emotion unequaled in other history 
books. Sections of the narrative 
read more like myth or legend than 
pure history. This makes ancient 
history come alive in a way that it 
never has before. The author is 
concerned with conveying the 
culture of each period and of each
civilization. She provides anecdotes 
and trivia to illustrate the facts and 
philosophy of each society.
The Spoils o f  Time is a veritable 
summation of each PC student’s 
two years of DWC. One might say 
that the book has the same goal as 
our programs: an integration of 
the literary, philosophic, and 
religious dimensions of human ex­
istence into their historical con­
texts. This work is not just a history 
book; it is a book about history 
which is entertaining, colorful, and 
informational.
Members of the Asbury Jukes gave their all at the concert Saturday night. (Photo by John Robben)
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Circus Seeks 
Clowns and Dancers
Talented young women, 18 years 
and older, hoping to launch a 
career in dance will have the oppor­
tunity to do so when Ringling Bros, 
and Barnum and Bailey Circus 
holds dancer auditions on Friday, 
May 3 at the Providence Civic 
Center beginning at 4:30 p.m..
Candidates should have a strong 
background in dance, preferably 
jazz, modern or ballet. They will be 
evaluated by one of the Circus’ 
seasoned choreographers on abili­
ty to quickly learn new dance 
routines, personality, appearance 
and weight. Leotards or warm-ups 
should be worn for the audition.
Those chosen to be dancers with 
The Greatest Show On Earth gain 
professional experience performing 
in the Circus’ four spectacular pro­
duction numbers where their 
talents are showcased in some of 
the world’s most lavish costumes. 
In addition, they have the unique 
opportunity to  work with an inter­
national cast o f renowned enter­
tainers, ride elephants and travel to 
approximately 50 cities throughout 
the United States and perform 
before millions of people each year.
Young men and women hoping 
to pursue a career in clowning will 
have the opportunity to make their 
dream come true when Ringling 
Bros, and Barnum Bailey Clown 
College holds admission interviews 
for its 1985 session on Friday, May 
3 at the Providence Civic Center 
beginning at 4:30 p.m.
Prospective students will have 
the chance to demonstrate their 
skills in the age old art o f clown­
ing as well as meet with mir- 
thmakers from the Greatest Show 
On Earth’s famed Clown Alley. 
While prior experience in clowning 
is not necessary for admission,
those hoping to attend the world’s 
only college of clowning are 
evaluated for evidence of serious 
motivation, desire to become a 
clown, quick physical reactions, 
sense of timing and improvisational 
ability. All who apply will be con­
sidered for admission to the tuition 
free institution. Applicants must be 
17 years or older.
Overseen by Kenneth Feld, presi­
dent and producer of Ringling 
Bros, and Barnum and Bailey Cir­
cus, Clown College offers a ten 
week annual session at the Circus’ 
Winter Quarters in Venice, Florida.
Students spend their days taking 
courses such as makeup, slapstick, 
unicycling, pantom im e, im­
provisation, juggling, acrobatics, 
stiltwalking, and prop and costume 
construction.
Top Clown College graduates 
are awarded contracts to become 
performing members of the famed 
Clown Alley o f The Greatest Show 
On Earth. Many others have 
parlayed their newly acquired skills 
and knowledge into stage, screen 
and television careers.
What is Clown College? A ten- 
week training for men and women 
who want to pursue a career in 
clowning with Ringling Bros, and 
Barnum and Bailey Circus. Clown 
College’s annual session begins in 
September in Venice, Florida, at 
the W inter Q uarters o f The 
Greatest Show On Earth.
When was Clown College found­
ed? Ringling Bros, and Barnum 
and Bailey Clown College was 
established in 1968 by the late 
entertainment impresario Irvin 
Feld, Chairman and Producer of 
Ringling Bros, and Barnum and 
Bailey Circus, to give young peo­
ple throughout America a chance
to learn the art o f clowning from 
the masters of the art.
How are Clown College students 
selected? Fifty to sixty students are 
chosen from a broad field of in­
dividuals from across the country. 
Many of those accepted have at­
tended Clown College Admission 
Interviews in their area when The 
Greatest Show On Earth came to 
town. Others have submitted an 
application for acceptance.
What qualities do the Clown 
College selection committee look 
for in prospective students? Pro­
spective students are evaluated for 
evidence of serious motivation, 
desire to become a clown, quick 
physical reactions, a sense of tim­
ing, and improvisational ability.
What do students learn at Clown 
College? Clown College students 
attend  classes in makeup, 
acrobatics, im provisation, 
stiltwalking, unicycling, juggling, 
prop building, costume construc­
tion and magic, among others. 
They also learn about life on the 
road with The Greatest Show On 
Earth.
How much does it cost to attend
Clown College? Tuition is tree, but 
students must pay for their 
transportation to and from Venice, 
Florida, and room and board while 
they are attending Clown College. 
There is also a  nominal charge for 
necessary materials such as c lown 
makeup.
Does everyone who attends 
Clown College become a Ringling 
Bros, and Barnum and Bailey Cir­
cus Clown? No, Ringling Bros, and 
Barnum and Bailey Circus Presi­
dent and Producer Kenneth Feld 
carefully selects students from the 
Clown College graduating class to 
join The Greatest Show On Earth. 
It is indeed an honor to join the 
ranks o f Clown Alley, and the 
number o f Clown College students 
who are offered apprenticeships 
with the show varies from year to 
year. M any Clown College 
graduates have parlayed their new­
ly acquired skills into stage, screen 
and television careers.
Aren't all clowns basically alike? 
Ringling Bros, and Barnum and 
Bailey Clown College teaches in­
dividuals to developed a unique 
clown personality suited to their
own talents and skills. Students 
make their own costumes and 
props carefully develop their own 
make-up “ face"  that will be theirs 
alone throughout their clowning 
career.
Ringling Bros, and Barnum and 
Bailey Circus encourages clowns to 
develop their professional interests 
within the show, whether it be 
working with animals, acrobatics, 
or prop building.
What are the three types of 
clowns? White face, Auguste and 
character clowns.
What do clowns with Ringling 
Bros, and Barnum and Bailey Cir­
cus do? P .T . Barnum said, 
“ Clowns are the pegs on which to 
hang a Circus." Indeed, they enter­
tain visitors to The Greatest Show 
On Earth during “ Come-In,” 20 
minutes prior to the beginning of 
a performance, they present tradi­
tional clown skills such as stiltwalk­
ing, juggling and magic, and they 
present new gags that reflect 
popular American culture. They 
also p e r fo rm  in the lavish pro­
duction spectaculars, but most of 
all, they make people happy.
G I E L
WE’RE YOUR 
TYPE
421-0401
719 Fleet Bank Building 
Providence. Rhode Island
The Faculty o f 
Brown University 
offers a
Su m m e r Se ss io n  in  
the  L ibera l A rts  
and  Sciences
A wide spectrum  of 
credit courses is 
available to  Brown 
students and  selected 
visiting undergraduates. 
June 24 -  August 2,1985
For Brochure:
Office o f  Sum mer Studies 
Brown University / Box T-54
Successful Careers Start 
at Gibbs-Ours Did!
PATTI KLERK
Secretary to the President 
Evan Picone, Inc. 
ONE-YEAR SECRETARIAL
HOLLIS BROOKS-BROWN
Account Executive 
Cone and Company 
ENTREE
TERRI O'DAY
Administrative Assistant 
Ward Howell Int., Inc. 
OPTIONS
>* begin June and September. Make your reaervatlona nc
A Katharine Gibbs Education is available in a 
variety of Programs from 11 weeks to 2 years.
• Executive Secretarial •  Liberal A rts (Montclair, ■ 
Norwalk, and Boston) •  Two-Year Secretarial A rt s  (New |  
York and Huntington) •  Word Proce ssing  • Special i 
Program  for College Students • EN T R EE  P rogram ! 
for College G raduates • Options Program  for 
Adu lts Starting o r C hang ing  Careers
KAT H A R IN E  G IB B S  S C H O O L
866 Third Avenue 
New York, NY 10022
Please contact me with more 
information about Katharine Gibbs School
For Assistance In 
Selecting Your ProgramCALL NOW
8oston (617) 262-7190 Huntington (516) 293-2460 Montclair (201) 744-2010 
New York (212) 867-9307 Norwalk (203) 838-4173 Philadelphia (215) 564-5035 
Piscataway (201)885-1580 Providence (401)861-1420 Rockville (301)881-6000 
Tysons Corner (703)821-8100 Valley Forge (215)666-7910
Oiatharm Gibbs School
^  (Incorporated)
_  Best Time To Call_
Vfear ol Graduation_
j  Financial Aid & Placemen! Assistance J 
Available for A ll Programs _
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Try Orienteering... It is a Sport For Everyone
ORIENTEERING is a lifetime 
sport that challenges both the mind 
and body. The object o f the sport 
is to use map and compass to locate 
markers placed at designated land 
features.
Each feature is identified by a 
distinctive flag and a clipper used 
to mark a score card.
Participants of all ages may 
leisurely tour the course or test their 
ingenuity and endurance by run­
ning competitively.
The key to Orienteering lies in 
one’s ability to make wise decisions 
rather than in running like a deer.
Clubs throughout the U.S. hold 
meets on weekends.
On Sunday, April 28, a five- 
color meet will be held at Lincoln 
Woods in Lincoln, R.I.
Registration will take place from
10 a .m. to 1 p.m.; the cost of 
registration is $2.00.
For directions to Lincoln Woods 
contact Kendra Bogosian at 
865-3218 or Fr. Terry Keegan at 
865-2483
What is NEOC? The New England 
Orienteering Club (NEOC) is a 
non-profit organization chartered 
by the United States Orienteering 
Federation (USOF) and the Inter­
national Orienteering Federation 
(IOF). The Club holds 35 to 40 
orienteering meets a year which 
usually include national Class 'A '
meets, local beginner meets, ski 
orienteering meets, local beginner 
meets, ski orienteering meets, and 
even an occasional night meet. 
Membership in NEOC is open to 
everyone and includes a subscrip­
tion to the Club's newsletter, The 
NEOC Times.
Who belongs to NEOC? One of the 
things NEOC is proudest o f is the 
wide variety of age, interest, abili­
ty, and background among NEOC 
members. The only common ele­
ment is a love of the outdoors and 
an enthusiasm for “ the thinking 
sport"-- orienteering. Members in­
clude U.S. Champions as well as 
novices; retired couples as well as 
cross-country runners; birdwat­
chers as well as hikers; and on and on.
Who does Orienteering? Orienteer­
ing enjoys a wider range of par­
ticipants than almost any other 
sport in the world. At a typical 
meet you would probably see all 
kinds of people: a nine-year-old 
novice bent over his map; a retired 
couple enjoying the stroll; a U.S. 
Champion checking her compass 
before plunging into the thick 
undergrowth; a young family tak­
ing along a picnic lunch; or a group 
of students from a nearby college. 
Every orienteering meet offers a 
choice of courses that vary in 
length and difficulty so that 
everyone has a chance to succeed 
at his or her own level.
How do I  learn Orienteering? The 
best way to learn orienteering is to 
try it! At every meet there are “ in­
structors” who have volunteered to 
introduce beginners to the sport. 
They’ll be happy to help you get 
started. Soon you 'll be comparing 
your route choices with other 
orienteers at the end of each day. 
Not only is this a good way to meet 
other people, but it’s one of the 
best ways to improve your 
orienteering!
What do I need fo r  equipment? 
The only requirement is a compass.
The best kind is a  protractor-type 
with a clear plastic base so that you 
can see through it to the map 
underneath. (The Club can rent 
you one until you buy your own.) 
The Club will supply the 
topographic map of the area. There 
is usually an entry fee o f $2.00 per 
map. Jogging shoes or lightweight 
hiking boots and old clothes (long 
pants for going through the woods) 
complete your equipment. Wear a 
watch-- there is always a time 
deadline!
Meet- A scheduled orienteering 
event. Meets may be Class A, B, 
or C. Class A meets are sanction­
ed by the United States Orienteer­
ing Federation (USOF) and meet
certain high standards of map 
quality and meet organization. 
Although these meets will be at­
tended by the top orienteers from 
the US and abroad there are always 
courses for beginners and those
with no experience will find a warm 
welcome. Class B is a "R ecogniz­
ed Meet”  to which other clubs are 
invited but which need not meet all 
o f the standards of a Class A meet.
It is usually publicized in 
“ Orienteering USA,” the newlet- 
ter o f the USOF. A Class C meet 
is a local meet for which map quali­
ty and meet organization vary 
widely. Many clubs do not have 
premarked maps in plastic cases or 
color maps, and offer only one or 
two courses.
Course- The group of markers 
which the participant is expected to 
locate. The courses are named by 
color for convenience, but in every 
case the markers to be located will 
be orange and white nylon, each 
with an identifying symbol on it. 
The courses and degree of difficul­
ty are as follows;
WHITE- beginners, 3km (1.8 
miles) or less
YELLOW- advanced beginners, 
3 1/2- 4 1/2 km (2-2.7 miles)
ORANGE- intermediate, 4-5 km 
(2.4-3 miles)
GREEN- advanced, with 
technical difficulty of red but 
shorter 4-5 km (Seldom offered at
local meets, but always at Class A 
meets)
RED- advanced, 5-7 km (3-4.2 
miles)
BLUE- elite, for experienced 
men in top physical shape, 7-12km 
(Seldom offered at local meets, but 
always at Class A meets)
Course Length - Measured by tak­
ing the shortest, or beeline, route 
from the start past each of the con­
trol points to the finish. The actual 
distance covered will always be 
longer. Participants will use trails 
when they appear to be faster than 
following a  compass bearing, and 
will detour around steep cliffs, 
swamps, etc. The distances given 
for the courses above are “ as the 
crow flies.”
Course Difficulty - The technical 
difficulty of a course will depend 
on the location of the markers and 
how they are positioned with 
respect to large obvious terrain 
features. The physical difficulty of 
a course will depend on its length 
and how much change in elevation 
( " clim b” ) is involved. Both 
technical difficulty and physical 
difficulty are considered in plann­
ing a course.
Unless Otherwise Announced, The 
Points On A Course Are To Be 
Located And Punched In The 
Same Sequence As They Are 
Numbered. The course has been
carefully designed so that this se­
quence gives the right degree of dif­
ficulty for your level o f experience 
and avoids possible dangerous 
route choices.
Categories of Classes - Participants 
are listed in the results according to 
sex and age, and at Class A meets 
by past experience and skill level. 
Thus you may have the fastest time 
in the orange course for a female 
aged 15 or 16, although someone 
else may have a faster overall time. 
Classes are either M of F, for male 
or female, followed by the age 
category. A hyphen on front of the 
age means “ and under.” A hyphen 
after the are means “ and over.” 
The A, B, or C following denotes 
skill level. Thus M35-B means a 
man age 35 or over in the B level 
o f skill and F-12A means a female 
age 12 or under in the A level o f 
skill.
Even If You Intend To Stroll And 
Don’t Care How Long It Takes 
You To Finish The Course You 
M ust Check In With The 
Timekeeper At The Finish Line. 
This lets us know that you are not 
lost or injured and may avoid a 
lengthy search and much worry.
Individuals or small groups who do 
not want their times listed can sign 
up for “ Map Hike” but they must 
still check in with the timekeeper.
Monday, April 29, 1985
Ring Premiere for Sophomores
year of entry, and the Class’ 
graduating number.
As Meagan emphasized, the 
design must be seen to be 
appreciated.
Come to the Ring Premiere and 
find out what it’s all about!
C.RA. 
the Bryant 
way.
Prepare for your C.RA exam with the 1985 
Comprehensive C.RA Review Program at 
Bryant College, complete with all the extras 
and excellence you'd expect from a Bryant 
program: proven faculty, carefully selected and 
relevant materials, 175 hours o f instruction at 
significantly less cost per instructional hour; the 
finest text at no extra cost and the Bryant 
environment including library and study facili­
ties and professional support staff. Prepare for 
the November C.P.A. exam the Bryant way!
Ju ly  9 - November 2
Faculty:
Janice DiPietro, C.RA.
Frederick Gaucher, C.RA.
John Killoran, M.B.A.
Chester Piascik, M.S.
Scott Sandstrom, J.D., C.RA., M.S.
Kathleen Simons, C.RA.. M.S.T., M.S.Ed. 
C oord ina tor:
Robert A. Provost C.RA.
C all 401-232-6200 fo r  m ore info rm ation .
T HE  C E N T E R
FOR MANAGEMENT DEVELOPMENT
Bryant College « Smithlield Rhode Isiand029i 7
Please send me an application for the 1985 
Bryant C.P.A. Review.
by Kathy Rossbaum
Attention Sophomores! Believe 
it or not, Junior Ring Weekend is 
rapidly approaching and so is your 
first chance to view the ring designs 
which have been chosen for the 
Class of ' 87.
The Ring Committee of the 
Class of '87 will present its “ Ring 
Premiere” in '64 Hall on Monday, 
April 29, 1985, from 7 to 9 p.m. 
Refreshments will be served and 
entertainment will be provided by 
Marty Coleman and Co.
The Color Scheme.
At 7:00 there will be a dramatic 
unveiling of the ring by a Mime 
who will be passing out folders 
containing information about the
ring design and about ring orders.
At the premiere, Sophomores 
will have the opportunity to order 
their rings with a $30 deposit. 
Orders will also be taken from 
April 30 to May 3.
Much time, effort and thought 
has gone into the designing of this 
year’s ring says Ring Committee 
Chairperson Meagan Dinnhaupt.
The Ring Committee consisting 
of about 20 sophomores, all of 
whom contributed to the creation 
of the ring’s design. The key con­
cept, however, was developed by 
Chris Anderson who creatively 
combined the year of graduation,
SHAKESPEARE 
NEVER KNEW  
PILOT PEN.
He wrote beautifully without our 
Razor Point marker pen and Precise Rolling Ball. . . 
but imagine what he might have written with them.
East Side 
TYPING 
SERVICE
M-F 8:30 am-7 pm 
Saturdays ft Sundays: 1-8 pm 
Term Papers • Resumes • Business 
Letters 50 cents each In quantities 
O pen  7 days 
190 A nge ll Street 
421-7080
You moy not b e  o 
Shakespeore but with a  Pilot 
Razor Point there's no telling whot 
you could do. The Razor 
Point’s durable plastic 
point conveys every word 
in o  smooth, thin unbroken 
flow. Express your 
individual personality with 
every stroke.
Only 96*
[PILOT]
RAZOR POINT
market pen
rolling ball technology. The liquid ink 
of the Pilot Precise flows 
smoothly. Dries instantly. 
Its tungsten carbide boll, 
offering the strength of 
a  ballpoint, insures o 
controlled non-skip stroke 
-*even through carbons. 
Only $1.19.
preciseI Rolling Boll '
COUNCIL TRAVEL/CIEE 
N O W  IN  P R O V ID E N C E !!!
the LOW EST airfares:
from Boston round trip from
AMSTERDAM $408
PARIS 448
BRUSSELS 488
HONG KONG 790
from N. Y. round trip from
STOCKHOLM $440
ZURICH 438
ROME 498
CARACAS 290
and many more destinations!!!
ALSO: Eurail, Britrail, Int'l Student 
ID, AYH membership, work-study
abroad programs 
and much more!
domestic airfares
Ask for our FREE catalog!!! 
CALL NOW: (401) 331-5810
or drop by
171 Angell St., Si le 212 Providence
s Mon>Fri. 9:00
roo
a.m.-5:00 p.m.
J C IL
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Restaurant Review
La Serre: Paris in Providence
by Dan McCormack
A bit o f France has emerged on 
the East Side in La Serre, a fine 
French restaurant. Located just off 
o f Thayer Street, on Angell Street, 
it offers a complete selection of 
French cuisine and wines in a plea- 
sent setting.
Situated in a converted residen­
tial building, La Serre uses this 
structure to create a unique dining 
atmosphere, as patrons have a 
choice of enjoying their meal either 
in the main dining room or in the 
enclosed patio. Although seating 
capacity is somewhat limited, it is 
nonetheless substantial enough to 
accomodate a goodly number of 
diners.
The menu consisted of a wide 
selection of appetizers, full-course 
entrees and desserts. Numerous 
specials as well as full bar service 
and an extensive wine list were also 
offered.
For appetizers my companion 
and I ordered respectively the 
French onion soup and the potato 
skins with a sage and sour cream 
dressing. I considered the potato 
skins and the sauce to have been 
quite tasty, although there did not 
seem to have been enough sauce. 
My companion had no complaints 
about her appetizer except that the 
melted cheese topping on the soup 
did seem to be a bit on the thick 
side.
As an entree, I tried the Veal 
Rondeles, which consisted of 
several thin strips of veal served in 
a savory cream sauce surrounded 
by a selection of vegetables in­
cluding broccoli, potatoes, summer 
squash and scallions. The veal and 
the vegetables were both quite suc­
culent, although I did detect a 
slight vinegar-like taste to the 
squash.
My companion had the Lemon 
Rosemary Chicken, which was a
half-chicken covered with a suc­
culent lemon sauce and surround­
ed with summer squash, scallions 
and wild rice. While stating that she 
enjoyed the meal, she remarked 
that the chicken, for its large size, 
should have contained a bit more
Both of our meals came with a 
fresh garden salad and choice of 
dressings. We both had the blue 
cheese dressing, and while I felt 
that it was all well prepared, my 
companion characterized her salad 
as having been “ drenched."
A large dessert list was also of­
fered, with items ranging from pies 
and cakes to rich mousses. 
Although neither of us tried any of 
them last night, I will attest, on the 
basis o f past visits, that the desserts 
were all quite tasty, although 
somewhat filling.
Our meal came to a total of 
$39.88, including tip. We both 
agreed that the food and wine were
extremely good, and were com­
plemented well by the charming at­
mosphere. Our only m ajor 
criticism was that the service, while
friendly and courteous was unfor­
tunately incredibly slow. However, 
we did feel that La Serre did pro­
vide an excellent dining experience.
AIESEC IS HERE!
by Jennifer Weighart
AIESEC, a new club at PC, can 
also be found in 400 other univer­
sities and in 60 other countries. 
“ AIESEC is a French acronym, 
which in English means the Inter­
national Association of Students in 
Economics and Commerce.
AIESEC was started in the 
1940’s in an effort to draw the 
countries of Europe involved in 
World War II back into peaceful 
relations through practical manage­
ment exchange.
Since the exchange of 89 
traineeships AIESEC has grown to 
include over 40,000 students and 
graduate members. By offering 
traineeships, over 8,000 corpora­
tions, firms and other businesses 
support AIESEC.
A traineeship through AIESEC 
can last anywhere from six weeks 
to eighteen months.
Students from the United States 
are matched with businesses in 
other countries where they will gain 
practical experience.
The local AIESEC chapters also 
take care of the foreign trainee by 
providing housing and 
companionship.
AIESEC is more than just a net­
work of businesses and trainees; it 
is a network of friends and contacts 
worldwide.
A nother special aspect of 
AIESEC is the fact that it is the 
largest, entirely student-run, non-
profit, non-political organization in 
the world.
AIESEC offers a  great learning 
experience which cannot be gained 
through a classroom. Members 
become oriented with leadership, 
and management responsibilities 
through practical business ex­
perience at local, national and in­
ternational levels.
Local committees are managed 
in a way comparable to that o f a 
small business. Students get the op­
portunity to use what they have 
learned in class, and their technical 
and functional skills, and their 
ability to think critically and induc­
tively, come in handy. They also 
acquire a professional maturity by 
testing their ideas.
Every fall and spring a local 
committee in each of the four na­
tional regions sponsors a regional 
conference. These conferences are 
held so that AIESEC members may 
learn more about AIESEC, as well
as effective management and 
marketing skills, and may be up­
dated on current national and in­
ternational business.
The last conference was held 
from March 22 to 24 in 
Washington, D.C. and was spon­
sored by the Georgetown local 
committee. Fourteen delegates,
from PC attended this conference 
with students from other univer­
sities along the Eastern coast.
The members from these local 
AIESEC committees attended in­
teresting and informative lectures 
during the day and paid visits to the 
various bars along "M ” street at 
night. One learned a  lot, and also 
had the opportunity to meet 
students from many Eastern coast 
universities as well as several 
foreign trainees.
The purpose of AIESEC is to 
identify a select group o f students 
and graduates with outstanding 
leadership potential and train them 
to become effective future interna­
tional managers and leaders. 
AIESEC accomplishes its purpose 
through the international exchange 
program and management of the 
local committees.
FAREWELL
and
THANKS
to the 1984-85 
Editorial Board 
and
Congratulations to the 
New Editorial Board 
(1985-1986)
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PC ’S SPRING WEEKEND ’85
Southside sang to over 1000 students Saturday night in PC 's Alumni 
Gym. (Photo by John Robben)
Not everyone " danced the night aw ay”  to A Room Full o f  Blues and Southside Johnny. Some fans 
were content just sitting in the bleachers. (Photo by John Robben)
The crowd cheered Southside back on stage to do a two song encore. (Photo by John Robben)
Students tried to get 
by John Robbenf
better views of the band at the concert. (Photo A fan is mesmerized by the fantastic horn section of A Room Full o f  Blues. (Photo by John Robben)
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Wo Track Opens With Win: 
Fare Well in UMass Relays
by Mary Evans
The Lady Friars Track Team 
opened their outdoor season April 
3rd with wins over Rhode Island 
College and Bryant College at RIC. 
The team edged out Bryant by 
three points, winning with a score 
of 51 to Bryant’s 48 and RIC’s 41.
The Lady  Friars were paced by
CLASSIFIEDS
APT.
Apt with 5 large rooms in PC area. 
Available in June. Call 272-1806 
after 6.
2 Bedroom Apt near Louies. In­
cludes all utilities. Rent Negotiable. 
Call 274-0474.
1 Bedroom Apt on Tappan St. In­
cludes heat and hot water. Call 
274-0474.
PC area. 5-6 bedrooms. Students 
welcome. Parking. New kitchen 
and bath. Central air. Providence 
Land Co. 273-9797.
FOR SALE
Sofa bed unused. Asking $230 
(negotiable); worth $300. Call 
X2006 between 8a.m. and 4p.m.,
Mon-Fri.
PERSONAL
Desperately seeking Burna— 
tonight in graduation, at 8:30. 
SERVICES
Reports, resum es, these, 
manuscripts, etc. professionally 
typed without the professional 
cost. Tech, Ltd. 463-5173. Call 
anytime. Phone orders accepted.
Time for a trim? Call the house-call 
barber. Haircut for only $4. Call 
Margo at 274-5085.
WANTED
Appliances, furniture, glassware, 
household items, pictures, etc.,
Don’t sell or throw away anything. 
We buy all. Call Richard 274-8306 
or Debbie 647-3772 eves.
Child care sitters. Unlimited posi­
tions, flexible hours, work around 
your class schedule. Car 
required—gas paid for. Call Sitting 
Company for an interview. 
461-6622.
Help! Beginner Knitter in desperate 
need of assistance in picking drop­
ped stitches!! Please call Anne at 
521-6121. Assistance will be great­
ly appreciated!
Summer Job: Research Associate, 
Prepare issue papers for upcoming 
R.I. Constitutional Convention. 
Good writing skills essential. 
$5/ hour. Call or write Common 
Cause, 861-2322, 21 Meeting St.,
Providence, R.I. 02903.
Summer Jobs: $7.50./hour to start. 
Full and part time positions 
available throughout southeast 
MA. and R.I. No experience 
necessary. Start now or after ex­
ams. Some career openings. Call 
for more information/interview. 
Telephone (617) 679-0030.
Help wanted-- part-time during 
school year, full-time during sum­
mer. Flexible hours, compatible 
with schedule. Trophy assembly 
with light typing. Call Peter 
272-5846 or 272-5847. Opportuni­
ty to stay through fall 1985.
Start your career now. Earn money 
and work on Fortune 500 Com­
pany marketing programs on cam­
pus. Part-time flexible hours each 
week. We give references. Call 
1-800-243-6679.
eight first place finishes-Jackie 
McKinney in the 200m with a time 
o f 26.5; Cheryl McGowan in the 
400m with a 62.5; Cheryl Smith 
with a time o f 2:26.6 in the 800m;
Nancy Davis runing a 4:54.8 in the 
1500m; Sue Montambo in the 
3000m with at time of 10:48.0; Liz 
Noble in the high jump, leaping to 
a height o f 5' and the two relay 
teams. The 4 X 100m relay of 
Jackie McKinney, Chrissy Soucy, 
Sue Healy, and Liz Noble ran to a 
time of 53.0 to win that event, and 
Cheryl Smith, Cheryl McGowan, 
Mary Kelly and Sue Healy won the 
4 X 400m with a time of 4:23.0. 
Strong performances were also 
contributed by Soucy in the 200m 
with a time of 28.1 for third place, 
McKinney with a second place 
finish in the 100m in a time of 
12.66, Kelly in the 800m, running 
to a time of 2:29.7 for third place 
and Julie Morand placing second 
in the 3000m in 10:51.0.
On April 13th the team traveled 
to UMass for the UMass Relays, a 
non-scoring meet involving com-
petitors from all over New 
England. The 4 X 800m relay learn
made the Lady Friars best showing 
of the day by placing second with 
a time of 9:33 to match their 
previous best, set at the New 
England Meet in February. Cheryl 
Smith led the relay of in 2:20 
followed by Nancy Davis with a 
time of 2:26, Mary Kelly in 2:27 
and anchor Cheryl McGowan in 
2:20.
Jackie McKinney set a personal 
record in the 400m, sprinting to a 
time of 58.5 to place fifth in the 
competitive race. In the same 
event, Sue Healy ran to a time of 
64.0.
Liz Noble was fourth in the high 
jump with a height o f 5'4” ; Julie 
Morand placed seventh in the 
5000m, running to a time of 18:26 
and Janet Magner finished the 
3000m in 10:47 for tenth place.
The Lady Friars competed in the 
Boston College Relays this past 
week and will travel to the Fit­
chburg Relays on Sunday. Saturday's men' s lacrosse game drew quite a large turnout as the Friar’s squeeked by Conn. College, 12-11. For details, see page 20. 
(Photo by John Robben)
There's no 
doubt you’re going 
to make it in 
the real world, 
but what about your car?
Ford and Lincoln-Mercury have 
MOO for graduating seniors toward the 
purchase of selected cars and trucks.
Ford Motor Credit also has preapproved credit for qualified graduating seniors. 
Offers end August 15, 1985. For more information call Ford College Graduate 
Purchase Program Headquarters at 1-800-321-1536.
FORD • LINCOLN • MERCURY
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FROM THE SPORT’S 
EDITOR’S DESK
I have never been very good at saying “ good-bye.”
However, I would like to take this opportunity to thank the many 
people who have helped make my involvement with this newspaper 
so enjoyable!
Providence College has provided me with four years of great 
memories! Thanks to everyone, my family, friends, fellow COWL 
members, professors, the administration, athletes and coaches for all 
of your support and cooperation throughout the years.
Sincerely, 
Chris Merlo
The Lady Friars are now 4-4 after a loss last Wednesday to Bates, 
14-6. Ellen Elcock scored three of PC 's goals.
tmpmmi
AND ICELANDAIR INCLUDES ALL THESE EXTRAS:
C  Free wine with dinner, cognac after—in flight. □  Free deluxe roundtrip 
motorcoach between Luxembourg and select cities in Germany. Belgium and 
Holland. □  Reduced tram fares to Switzerland and France. O Super Saver 
Kemwel car rentals at S59 per week in Luxembourg.
WE'RE THE ONLY WAY TO ELY TO W E BREATHTAKING BEAUTY OF ICELAND. 
From a 24-hour stopover to a grand tour of two weeks or more, we have the 
perfect package for a visit to Iceland, Europe's most beautifully kept secret.
All tiro subject lo chincc ind S3.00 international departure tax AH tiro valid VM-6'8/85. except 
Orlando—5U-S3U85. For information, resuicuons and roervauons lor all ot kcUndau v low fares, 
call Icelandair toll-free at 1-800-223-5500. In New York City 7S7-8S85
ICELANDAIR
McGuire's Wire
“ ...I ’ve Got Egg On My T ie...”
by AI McGuire
Yes I've got egg on my tic, along 
with every other analyst in the 
United States. What shouldn’t hap- 
petvhappened, the unbelievable oc­
curred, a miracle came to pass in 
Lexington... and Villanova is the 
NCAA champion.
I tip my hat to Coach Rollie. He 
made me a believer. He called the 
tune, set the pace. The Wildcats 
shot like Wyatt Earp, everything 
fell into place... and so now he’s 
allowed to run up the museum 
steps in Philly, ala Rocky.
A number of things must be said 
about the game, coached without 
a hitch and played above all expec­
tations, truly exciting. Everyone 
was waiting for the balloon to bust, 
but the Hail Mary shots kept dan­
cing in. Georgetown was waiting 
for them to crack’.'to  tap out, but 
it didn’t happen, and so the City 
of Brotherly Love had one of its 
finest moments ever.
Villanova 66, Georgetown 64. 
This was, without a doubt, one of 
the most outstanding NCAA 
championship games of all time. 1 
rate it right up there with mine back 
in 1977, and Coach Valvano’s vic­
tory in 1983. But this one is even 
better because Villanova beat one 
of the greatest teams of all time.
Yes, Rollie, if you played 
Georgetown again tomorrow, I’d 
pick them to whip you... big.
Another thing. This game was 
proof positive that the people look­
ing for the clock in college basket­
ball are wrong. The clock would 
not have allowed this game to hap­
pen. With the clock you can have
PC Hosts 
Olympics
by Diane Durante
On April 21st, the 5th annual 
Special Olympics Basketball Tour­
nament was held in Alumni Gym. 
Over 75 volunteers turned out to 
referee, score, keep time, and cheer 
on the players. The event was a suc­
cess, due to the efforts o f the 
Pastoral Council’s Mary Beth 
Hunt.
The ceremonies began at 9:30 
a .m., with Father Dabash saying 
the benediction and George Smith, 
the coordinator o f the RI. Special 
Olympics, officially opening the 
games. The teams then marched in­
to the gym while the Olympic 
theme song played in the 
background.
Fourteen teams participated 
from three different divisions. For 
Division C, Westerly was the win­
ner over Maher (30-24); the Divi­
sion B champs were Pawtucket, 
who beat Bristol (31-28); and 
C ranston beating last year’s 
defender, Trudeau, with a score of 
65-41 in Division C.
It was a fun day for both the 
players and volunteers. Thanks to 
all of you who made it such a suc- 
cessful event.
no true Cinderellas like Villanova. 
The clock creates‘the run of the 
Celtics or Lakers, ensures the con­
tinuation of dynasties. It doesn’t 
give the guy with underwear hang­
ing out o f his pants who plays for 
the CCY League team a chance to 
hang in there with the heavyweights 
and play David. It takes his 
slingshot away.
A word about the officiating. I 
think, if you put the game under 
the magnifying glass, you have 
your five percent o f calls that are 
questionable. But that’s true to in­
finity, in every game that’s ever 
played. Remcnber, these guys on­
ly get S375 when they’re dealing in 
millions, and we never second guess 
them until we get the replays. They 
J ^ e  a tough job, especially when 
"^Borgetown is the enemy in the 
eyes of 80 percent o f the crowd. If 
the crowd was 23,000, then 4,000 
were for Georgetown, while the 
other 19,000 were eating cheese 
steaks or pretzels with mustard, 
hoping the Liberty Bell would ring. 
That was another big factor in 
Villanova’s favor: The House was 
8 to 1 for the underdog.
Two big things that happened 
for Villanova were “ Big Mac” 
Dwayne McClain coming out with 
his after-burner humming, and the 
white kid named Jensen coming off 
the bench to hit the shots. And the 
78 shooting percentage was ab­
solutely unreal, in a pressure 
ballgame where the Icids are sup­
posed to choke berries, living in 
quiet fear o f being the goat. 
Whatever Rollie preached to them
by Bill Dwyer
For the third straight year, the 
Racquetball Team participated in 
the 1985 Intercollegiate Champion­
ships held in Memphis Tennessee 
on the weekend of April 1-3. The 
twenty students who made the trip 
came up short o f what they hoped 
they could accomplish, but made a 
respectable showing anyhow, 
finishing sixth out of the forty-four 
teams present.
The most successful people of 
the weekend were the doubles 
teams, who garnered the majority 
of the points for the team. The 
number one men’s double's team 
o f Dave Esposito and Bill Dwyer 
played well in their first two mat­
ches which they won, but were 
beaten in the quarter-finals by the 
number one seeded team of Pete 
and Paul Tanuton of St. Cloud St. 
in M innesota. The men’s 
number two doubles team of Don 
Rose and John Colantoni played 
well also but were defeated in a 
close match by John Bluckie and 
Anthony Scott o f Purdue.
For the PC women Lynn Ter- 
racino and Linda Belanger were
before the game, and especially at 
halftime, should go down with 
MacArthur’s “ I shall return,” and 
the Gettysburg Address.
The tempo worked perfectly for 
the Wildcats. Coach John might 
have made a tactical error at the 
end o f the first half, by not conti­
nuing the upbeat tempo, but no 
m atter what you say about 
Georgetown or Coach John, 
there’s no wav vou can beat a team 
that shots 78%.
Another thing to remember: 
Villanova has fine seniors and a 
nothing-to-losc approach. They 
already had won their identity just 
by getting there, the championship 
was icing on the cake. The only 
way Georgetown could be satisfied 
was to grab the brass ring a second 
time. Nothing else would do.
Finally, without a doubt, Rollie 
will go down as one of the better 
defensive coaches in modern col­
lege basketball. The teams he beat 
on the Yellow Brick Road like 
Michigan, Maryland and North 
Carolina, were incredible. Usually, 
you’re fortunate to do it once but 
he beat four of the top 10 teams en 
route to the title.
So, I couldn’t be happier for you 
Rollie. Enjoy the movement, 
because next year you’ll be one of 
the 2,000 coaches sitting in the 
stands watching. If Villanova is to 
reach the clouds, the thin air again, 
it’s at least three years away.
A I McGuire is a color commen­
tator o f  NBC-TV.
upset in their second match of the 
women’s number one doubles by 
Cindy Fox and Lisa Merritt of 
Memphis St. The number two 
doubles team of Glenda Sawicki 
and Maria Fountain faired about 
the same way losing a heartbreaker 
in their second match to a tough 
team from Southwest Missouri St. 
The singles players who won mat­
ches were Don Rose, Glenda 
Sawiciki, and Doren Atieh, who 
all lost their second match.
The Friars have nothing to regret 
about their trip, for as Coach 
Hollis Gates stated, “ Its tough to 
go down their in the middle of 
vacation with our club players and 
expect to beat the best amateur 
players in the country.”  The team 
has one more match against Nor­
theastern and then they can look to 
next year to bolster their already 
solid squad with fresh new talent.
Racquetball News
Friars Take Sixth
T H IS  W EE K  IN  S P O R T S
Thursday: Baseball vs Siena  1:00 p.m.
Softball vs UConn 2:30 p.m.
Friday: Golf at N E Division 1 Championship TBA
Men's  Tennis at New England s TBA
Women's Tennis vs. UConn....................... ......................... ........................................... 3:30 p.m.
Men s Lacrosse vs Babson............................................................................................... 3:30 p.m.
Saturday: Baseball vs. BC............................................................................................................... 12:00 p.m
Men s Rugby vs Men s Roxbury Club............................................................... TBA
Golf at N.E. Division 1 Championship....................................................................... TBA
Men s Tennis at New England s......................... ............ TBA
Women's Track at Fitchburg Invitational TBA
Sunday: Baseball vs BC 12 00 p.m.
Men's Tennis at New England's TBA
Tuesday: Baseball vs. M a ine ....................................... .......................................... . 1 :00 p .m . 
S o ftb a ll a t H oly C ross.....................  .......................................................... .3 :00 p .m .
W om en 's  Lacrosse a t U C o n n ............. 3  30 p .m . 
M en 's  Tennis vs. U H a rtfo rd ............................................................. 3:00 p .m . 
Wednesday: Baseball a t U R I ............................................................................................. 3:00 p.m. 
M en's  Lacrosse v s M ass M aritim e . 3:30 p m 
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DID YOU KNOW...
by Debbie Wroblesk i
...Former Major League pitcher Ed 
Farmer can be seen in the new KISS 
video on MTV.
. ..USFL New Jersey Generals 
owner Donald Trump 's reported 50 
million dollar bid to buy the Min­
nesota Twins was turned down by 
Calvin Griffith, the current owner, 
due to Trump’s intention o f a ter­
ritorial move.
...Rick Miller, Boston Red Sox 
player is the brother-in-law of 
Chicago White Sox catcher Carlton 
Fisk.
...If  Sparky Anderson , o f the 1984 
World Champion Detroit Tigers, 
wins the World Series this season, 
he’ll be the first manager in Major 
League Baseball history to repeat 
as a World Series winner in each 
league (he managed the 1975 and 
1976 World Champion Cincinnati 
Reds).
...Major League outfielder and 
utility man Tom Paciorek’s brother 
John is the only player to have a 
career batting average of 1000.
...Former Bruins goalie Jim Craig 
was on hand at the Celtics vs. 
Cavaliers game on Saturday to 
cheer on the green machine.
...As NBC sportscaster Tony 
Kubek noted, the “ Chicago Law 
firm” was broken up this season as 
Vance Law left the White Sox for
Toronto, leaving only outfielder 
Rudy Law in the Windy City. 
...The 1985 Intramural Volleyball 
Championship title goes to the 
team: Green Hairy Soap Stuck to  
a Facecloth (Congratulations co-
captains Bruce Girola and Henry 
H a m e l) .
...On a funny note, Chewbacca 
was named Wookie of the Year 
recently by a Chicago sportswriter.
N.E. ALL-STAR HOCKEY 
TEAM
PC’s Chris Terreri, Tim Army 
and Peter Taglianetti were selected 
for the N.E. All-Star Team by t h e  
New England Hockey Writer’s 
A s s o c i a t i o n.
ARMY PRESENTED WALTER 
BROWN AWARD
On Wednesday April 10, 1985 
captain Tim Army was presented 
the Walter Brown Award at the 
Gridiron Club awards dinner in 
Randolph, MA. The award was 
given to Army for being the most 
outstanding American-born col­
lege hockey player in New 
England.
TERRERI NAMED NEW 
ENGLAND’S MVP
On Thursday, April 11, 1985, 
goalie Chris Terreri was honored as 
the most valuable player in college 
hockey in New England. The 
award was presented to Terreri at 
the annual Hockey Coaches Cap­
tains banquet held in Med ford,
MA.
TAGLIANETTI SIGNS WITH 
WINNEPEG
On Wednesday, April 3, 1985, 
just four days after playing in the 
NCAA cham pionships,
defenseman Peter Taglianetti sign­
ed with the Winnepeg Jets. 
Presently, the Jets are battling with 
the Edmonton Oilers for the posi­
tion in the quarter-finals o f the 
Stanley Cup Playoffs.
A GREAT DAY FOR STEVE 
ROONEY
Saturday, April 13 was an ex­
citing day for the newest member 
of the Montreal Canadiens, Steve 
Rooney. Rooney, a standout on 
this year’s Friar hockey team, 
began his day by marrying the 
former Laura Weafer in Canton, 
MA. Later that evening, Rooney, 
after leaving his own wedding 
reception, scored his second goal as 
a Canadien. The goal was the 
Canadien’s first of the game as they 
dueled with the Boston Bruins in 
the third game of the NHL playoffs 
in the Adams Division.
HOCKEY RECRUITS
With the loss of seven key 
players. Coach Steve Stirling has 
successfully recruited five promis­
ing prospects for next year’s team.
On defense, the Friars will 
welcome the talents o f Perry Florio 
and Jim Hughes. Florio, who is 6-0 
and 190 pounds, played at the Kent 
School and participated on the US 
National Team. Hughes comes to
PC via the Oyster Bay Junior team.
He is 5-10 and 170 pounds.
After the forward position will 
be three members of the Henry Carr 
Crusaders. Rich Newar will play 
left wing, while teammates Luke 
Vitale and Neven Kardun will pur­
sue left wing or center positions on 
the team.
WOMEN 'S HOCKEY TEAM 
NAMES CAPTAINS
Junior defensemen Yvonne Per­
cy and sophomore goalie Sue 
Mussey have been named the 
Women’s Ice Hockey Captains for 
the 1985-86 season. Both Percy, a 
native of and Mussey, a resident of 
Madison Wisconsin, are presently 
playing on the women’s softball
DeANGELIS PRESENTED MAC 
ANDREW AWARD AT PC
Joey DeAngelis, a native of 
Smithfield, R I, was recently nam­
ed the 1984-85 recipient o f the 
Joseph V. MacAndrew Award, 
presented to the Providence Col­
lege senior varsity athlete that has 
attained overall academic standing 
in his undergraduate career.
DeAngelis, a 1981 graduate of 
LaSalle Academy where he lettered 
in baseball for three years, was a 
Rhode Island All-Stater in 1981 as 
well as a 1st Team All-Division 
member. He was named his high 
school’s Most Valuable Player in 
both his junior and senior seasons.
A four-year member of the var­
sity baseball squad at Providence 
College, Joe was elected as one of
the team’s co-captains this past 
season. The Smithfield native is 
one of only four squad members to 
have played in every contest to 
date.
The son of Mr. and Mrs. Joseph 
DeAngelis o f Smithfield, Joey is 
one of three children and will 
graduate magna cum laude in May 
with a bachelor of Science degree 
in management.
STAMFORD NATIVE SETS 
PROVIDENCE COLLEGE 
MARK
Roger Haggerty, a native of 
Stamford, Connecticut, recently 
broke a 23-year old record when he 
collected nine straight hits to shat­
ter the Providence College record 
for consecutive hits set back in 1962 
by Nick Mezzanotte.
Haggerty, a 1980 graduate of 
Stamford Catholic where he was a 
three sport athlete participating in 
football, hockey, and baseball, was 
an All-City and All-State selection. 
He was named All-City Most 
Valuable Player during his senior
A two-year member of the var­
sity baseball squad at Providence 
College, Roger led last season’s 
most succesful squad in school 
history in RBI’s with 40 and was 
second in homeruns with 6. The 
Stamford native is one of only four 
squad members to have played in 
every contest to date.
One of Mr. and Mrs. Richard 
Haggerty's five children, Roger's 
father was a professional baseball 
player with the Milwaukee/Boston 
Braves. Roger is a junior 
Marketing major at Providence.
BASEBALL, cont. from p. 20 
it comes off their own bench. Un­
fortunately, the next UConn bat­
ter also belted one out of the park, 
giving the Huskies another run on 
the board; yes fans, back to back 
homers. The next man flew out and 
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx singled. The 
number xxxxxx batter was out at 
first as Walsh made the play 
unassisted. With a man on third, 
Mezzanotte marched out to the 
mound to  check his pitcher. Gavin 
finished up the inning as 
xxxxxxxxxx grounded out, 5-3.
The sixth and seventh innings 
were scoreless for PC. In the bot­
tom o f the sixth, Gavin gave up a 
single to the leadoff batter and 
xxxxxxxxx flew out. LaPenta got a 
single up the middle and the next 
Husky flew out to Rizzo. However 
this was not enough for Mezz who 
looked to his bullpen for some 
short relief. The Stopper, Chuck 
Howard, took the mound next with 
two outs. He sure smoked the ball 
in those warm-up pitches and with
*  SOFTBALL from pg. 20 
ominously as the first one ended 
for the Lady Friars as Rutgers 
scratched out 2 first inning runs. 
The Lady Scarlet Knights scored on 
two singles and made the hits count 
with aggressive base running. 
Senior starting pitcher, Mary 
Arndt, then settled down until the 
seventh inning.
Meanwhile Providence was hav­
ing trouble stopping Rutgers star­
ting pitcher as 7 Lady Friars 
struckout and 2 were thrown out 
stealing following walks in the first 
3 innings. Even though the Lady 
Friars were struggling offensively 
Byrne commented, “ We were in 
the game until the fifth.” Although 
the score would not jump to 6 to 
10 until the 7th inning when 
Rutgers added 4 runs the Lady 
Friars were psychologically out of 
the game after they failed to 
capitalize on their best scoring 
chance in the bottom o f the fourth 
inning.
Junior shortstop, Lisa Brown, 
led off the inning with the Lady 
Friars first hit. Lyons then con-
runners on first and second, he 
struck out H. A. Butterworth(n.b.-
no relationship to the Mrs. Butter- 
worth that we’re all familiar 
with!!).
In the last o f the seventh, the 
leadoff hitter made contact and 
shot the ball past Jerry Carroll in 
left field for a double. Howard 
then skillfully struck out the next 
two consecutive batters he faced. A 
bit of fright then overcame the few 
Friar fans in attendance. Howard 
walked the next man with straight 
balls, truly not a Chuck Howard 
habit. With two out and men on se­
cond and third, he walked the 
batter.
The last effort of the Huskies 
was unsuccessful as Howard struck 
the batter out swinging. Gavin 
received his third win and Howard 
his xxxxxxx save. The final score 
was PC 8, UConn 2.
Although the past few weeks 
have been filled with disappoint­
ment, the team is not letting it get
nected for another single with one 
out and following a walk to 
sophomore catcher, Ann Malzone, 
Providence was mounting their on­
ly threat o f the second game. 
However, with the bases loaded 
and one out, the attempted com­
eback fell short as Byrne struck out 
and Mussey flyed out to short.
The next 9 Providence batters 
were then retired over the final 3 
innings as the Lady Friars lost the 
second game 6 to 0. Byrne com­
mented on the second game, “ We 
had the opportunities and the hits 
didn’t fall. Their (Rutgers) pitcher 
moved the ball real well and her 
fastball was really good."  Rutgers 
head Coach, Pat Willis, summed 
up both games by stating, “ Both 
were good ballgames. It was the 
first time in a long time that we 
were able to string together base 
hits and score runs."
Looking toward the rest o f our 
games Byrne added, “ We have 
nothing to lose and everything to 
gain and the pressure isn’t on us. 
We have faced the toughest teams 
we’re going to play.”
them down. As Roger Haggerty 
com m ented, “ W e’re not 
mathematically out of it yet.” He 
also stated that as a whole, the 
team hasn’t been able to come 
together. However, if the team has 
any intentions of going to Bristol, 
Conn, for the Big East Tourna­
ment on May 17, they must do 
well. This weekend they will be tak­
ing on Boston College at home. 
Hopefully a lot of fans will come 
and show the team their support, 
for as Jim Navilliat noted, “ It’s not 
over till it’s over!”
Friar Facts... B ig East Leaders 
as o f  April 16 are: Rich Trabulsi, 
who is eighth in batting with a .400 
average and fifth  in hits with 10; 
Joey DeAngelis who is third in runs 
with 7;  Roger Ferreira, who is sixth 
in R B I's with a total o f  7 and se­
cond in homers with three; and 
Paul Gavin who is fourth in in­
dividual pitching... Chuck Howard 
is among the league leaders in both 
innings pitched and strikeouts... PC 
Baseball's overall record as o f  
April 22 was 13-16-1...Big East 
record as o f  the 22nd was 3-8.
Geoff Sm ith, a 1984 PC graduate, 
captured the laurel wreath in the 
89th running to the Boston 
Marathon on April 15th. Smith 
took the title for the second con­
secutive year with a time of 
2:14:05. Dan Dillon, also a PC 
graduate, placed third. (Photo by 
Tom Maguire)
Sports Spotlight
Meet Nancy Aramini
by Christine Merlo
Like so many gifted athletes, 
Nancy Aramini began her par­
ticipation in athletics at an early 
age. Today, her hard work and 
dedication to softball has provid­
ed her with a  prosperous career as 
one o f Providence College’s most 
successful pitchers.
As a child growing up in Colum­
bia, CT, Aramini enjoyed watching 
her brothers play little league 
baseball. At age 11, she met Coach 
Bill Sayers after joining her 
school’s softball team. Sayers 
worked with Aramini and helped 
her develop her stance, form and 
technique. “ But,” she admits, “ it 
was my Dad who taught me how 
to catch and hit.”
“ Muffin” , as she is called by her 
friends, has always received an 
abundance o f support from her 
parents. Throughout the school 
year, she enjoys traveling home, 
however, during the season, it is 
her parents who travel to Pro­
vidence to attend all o f the Lady 
Friar games.
Playing four years of softball at 
PC has taught Muff to organize 
and use her time wisely. She has 
built confidence in herself and 
views pitching as a source of relax­
ation. “ I love to pitch, I guess you 
could say, I put myself into my 
pitches.”
Last year Aramini played 85 2/3 
innings for a 1.96 ERA and a 5-7 
record. So far this season she is 2-2, 
which includes one of M uffs most 
memorable wins. During Easter 
break, the Lady Friars traveled to 
South Caroling to face Furman 
College. Down 2-0, Aramini and 
company pulled together to come 
from behind and win it, 4-2.
Aramini’s success in her sport 
has earned her three Providence 
College all-time records. She holds
the best seasonal batting average 
with .375, she is tied for the most 
shutouts in a season with three, and 
she is tied for the most complete 
games in a season with twelve. 
Modestly, she credits a great deal 
o f her achievements at PC to her 
teammates. “ They are a great 
bunch of kids, and they make it 
worthwhile. When they play well, 
I usually play well. Kiddingly she 
adds, just remember you guys, 
keep eating."
As a senior English major, Nan­
cy would like to pursue a career in 
com m unications or sports 
marketing. Looking back at her 
career at Providence College, she 
confides that “ it was fun and 
fast.” “ Next year around this time. 
I’ll remember all of the fun I’ve 
had with my teammates, and I’ll 
miss softball.”
SPORTS
Estimated Crowd of 900 Cheers 
Men’s Lacrosse to 12-11 Victory
by Robert Reilly
It wasn’t Southside Johnny in 
Alumni Hall, it wasn't the cruise to 
Thompson's Island, and it certainly 
wasn' t Police Academy shown in 
'64 Hall. No, The Event of spring 
week occured Saturday at 2:00 
p.m. of Glay Field where an 
estimated crowd of 900 saw the PC' 
Lacrosse team squeaked out its 
sixth victory in a row against a 
strong Connecticut College team.
The laxmen came out slowly in 
the first half and allowed Connec­
ticut College to score a few ques­
tionable goals, but Mike Chapey 
kept PC in thw game by scoring 
three goals in the first half. By mid-
way through the second period, it 
was apparen t that PC had 
regrouped, and just before the gun 
ended the first half, Brendon Reil­
ly scored to tie the game at 8-8.
A clear pattern developed in the 
second half: Connecticut College 
would score to take the lead and 
PC would tie it up again. John
Breen scored to tie the game at 9-9 
and Skip O'Neil (assisted by 
goaltender Dave Clayton) scored to 
make it 10-10. PC finally took the 
lead for the first time on Mike 
Kirkwood's goal but only for a few
seconds before Conn. College tied 
it up again. 
The crowd, who were well 
behaved as a whole, began to bulge 
out onto the field due to lack of 
sideline space. For this reason PC' 
was slapped with a penalty and 
went two men down. At this point, 
Jimmy Mylod and Paul Brody 
took control and forced the crowd 
back in order to prevent another 
penalty at this critical stage of the 
game. The defense held and 
Clayton made save after clutch save 
until the penalties expired. Then, 
with less than three minutes re­
maining, Chris Walker scored the 
game winner.
The game ball could have been 
awarded to a number of players 
who performed extremely well: 
Dave Clayton, Skip(John) O'Neil.
Hitting Problems for PC
by Kevin Sghia
Head Coach Mary Ann Palazzi, 
and the Lady Friar softball team’s 
biggest problem this season has 
been a lack of clutch hitting. 
Following a double header loss to 
Rutgers, (24-10-1), Coach Palazzi 
stressed, "W e have to score some 
runs. There was no clutch hitting 
out there today." The losses drop­
ped the Lady Friars to 4 and 12 on 
the season. However, the team did 
salvage the week by splitting dou­
ble headers; Thursday against 
Springfield College, (1-11, 5-0) and 
Saturday with New Haven (3-4 and 
5-3).
In Sunday's first game, starting 
pitcher, Nancy Aramini shut out 
the Lady Scarlet Knights’ 
throughout the first five innings, 
despite the good pitching. Pro­
vidence could muster only one 
scoring threat in the first five
innings.
In the bottom of the first, 
sophomore, Linda Belanger walked, 
and senior Tricia Lyons, then 
followed with a line drive double 
to leftfield. On the play, Belanger 
apparently scored, but following an 
umpire’s decision, she was sent 
back to third because the ball went 
into the rocks in leftfield. Lyons 
was credited with a ground rule
Ron Ferigno, Mike Walker, Chris 
Walker, John Dawley, Mike 
Chapey, and John Breen. But 
coach Steve O'Donnell awarded it 
to defensive specialist John Powers 
who held Connecticut’s leading 
goal scorer (and last week’s Brine’s 
Player of the Week), Dave Shore 
to just one goal.
Later, Powers would sum up the 
game by saying “ this game was a 
total team effort. Everyone played 
extremely well and a lot o f the 
credit should go to the fans who 
spurred a lot o f the excitement. I
am just glad we were able to pull 
it out in the end. Those extra 
•sprints we did in practice really 
helped us out in the fourth 
period."
Providence College battles against Conn. College for their sixth win 
of the season. (Photo by John Robben)
mam
double and Belanger was forced 
back because a runner can only ad­
vance two bases on a ground rule 
double. Rutgers then got out of the 
inning unscored upon, as 
sophomore Sue Mussey and senior 
Karen Byrre were induced to 
ground out third to first.
The game remained scoreless un­
til the top of the sixth inning, with 
two outs, when Aramini ran into 
her first trouble. Rutgers then con­
nected for a single and scored the 
first run of the game on another 
single and a two base error by 
Belanger. The Lady Scarlet Knights 
tallied once more in the inning to 
make the score 2 to 0, leading into 
the bottom of the sixth. Lyons lead 
o ff the inning with a double to left 
center. After Musscy was retired on 
a flyout to center, Byrne connected 
for Providence’s second double of 
the inning and Lyons scored to cut 
Rutger’s lead in half. However, 
Providence again failed to come up 
with the clutch hits as the Friars 
could score no more.
Rutgers broke the game open in 
the top of the seventh, with 2 more 
runs to win 4 to 1. The Providence 
offense was led by 2 doubles by 
Lyons, a double by Byrne and I hit 
and 2 walks by Belanger.
The second game started as
Senior Linda Simeone slides safely into second base.... On Thursday, the Lady Friars 
with Springfield College. (Photo by Christine Merlo)
s split their doubleheader
Baseball
Friars Take One From UConn
by Debbi Wrobleski
While most o f the PC student 
body was enjoying the festivities of 
Spring Weekend 1985, the Friar 
Baseball Team was off in Storrs, 
Connecticut trying to salvage the 
remainder of their games against 
Big East teams, specifically (and 
most recently) the first place 
UConn Huskies.
Sunday’s game was yet another
Bill DeSa eagerly awaits the pitch from UConn’s Bob Emery. (Photo by Debbi Wrobleski)
frustration for the Friars. Ed 
Walsh gave the team a 4-3 lead in 
the 6th with a two run homer, but 
the team just couldn’t hold on. 
UConn’s Mike Pingrees connected 
in the bottom o f the n in th  to give 
the Huskies a 7-4 victory, and Pro­
vidence another unpleasant loss.
The second game of the series 
also slipped through the fingers of 
a stymied Friar team. Desite a fine 
pitching performance from Jim 
Navilliat, the offensive power 
couldn’t quite come through. The 
team seemed to outdo themselves 
in the first game, offensively. After 
tying the score in the top of the 
third inning, Navilliat made one 
mistake. He threw an inside 
fastball, a " nudie”  pitch that was 
taken over the wall for a solo 
homerun, putting UConn up 2-1.
The next four innings were 
scoreless for both teams giving 
UConn a final 2.-1 lead.
The first game of the Saturday 
doubleheader was quite smooth un­
til the fifth inning when UConn 
tried to rally back from their 8-0 
deficit. As a result o f the fine pit­
ching from Providence, the Friars 
held on to this one by a score of 
8-2.
The Friars first scored off 
UConn’s (missing name) when 
Walsh, who reached on a  fielder’s 
choice, was batted in on a Rich 
Trabulsi two bagger. The third in­
ning brought in a couple of in­
surance runs for the Friars when 
Joey DeAngelis started things off 
with a stand-up double.
Paul Rizzo then beat out a 
grounder to put two on with no 
outs. Roger Haggerty then flew out 
to right field as DeAngelis tagged 
up and scored, putting the Friar 
nine up 2-0. Roger Ferreira walk­
ed and on a fielder’s choice, again, 
Walsh reached first, allowing Riz­
zo to score.
The bottom of the third was a 
1-2-3 inning for righty Paul Gavin. 
The fourth inning was scoreless for 
both teams, but it was the defen­
sive toughness o f Tim Cavanaugh 
at third base that contributed to the 
team’s successful play here. The 
defense was simply awesome!
In the fifth inning the Friars 
widened their margin even more. 
With two outs, a Haggerty homer 
that was blasted out o f the park, 
tied the Providence College all-time 
homerun record of 8 round- 
trippers. Ferreira reached first on 
a UConn error and came home on 
"Walsh's double. Next, Trabulsi 
singled, driving in Geruso. 
Cavanaugh, adding to the offensive 
fun, doubled, bringing home 
Trabulsi. Paul Kostocupolus pop­
ped out to first thus ending this five 
run blast o f an inning!
UConn managed to light up the 
scoreboard for the many Huskie 
fans who came out to see their team 
on this perfect baseball afternoon. 
It was the two-time Big East Player 
of the Week, Dave Ford, who ham­
mered a Gavin pitch over the fence 
to earn his ninth homer of the 
season. This was something most 
coaches do not like to see, unless 
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